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1. Glossary  
 WHO:"World"Health"Organisation""UNAIDS:"Joint"United"Nations"Programme"on"HIV/AIDS"UNICEF:"United"Nations"Children's"Fund"HIV:"Human"immunodeficiency"virus"AIDS:"Acquired"immune"deficiency"syndrome"ARV:"Antiretrovirals"ART:"Antiretroviral"treatment"MTCT:"MotherDtoDchild"transmission"PMTCT:"Preventing"motherDtoDchild"transmission""
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2. Introduction to the project  The"HIV/AIDS"epidemic"in"SubDSaharan"Africa"has"been"and"is"being"studied"and"investigated" by" organisations" and" scientists" all" over" the" world." However," this"project"sets"out"to"combine"some"of"the"already"produced"knowledge"on"HIV,"and"with" focus"on"a" specific" country," it" aims" to" investigate"why" the"HIV"prevalence"continues" to" remain" high." Thus" the" following" is" a" healthDpromoting" project,"which"addresses"the"problematic"challenges"of"the"high"prevalence"of"HIV/AIDS"that" SubDSaharan"Africa" faces."More" specifically,"with"point"of"departure" in" the"South" African" country" of" Swaziland," we" wish" to" investigate" the" high" adult"prevalence"of"HIV"infections"in"Swaziland"(AVERT"2015).""The" background" of" the" project" is" an" investigation" of" relevant" statistics"about"the"HIV"challenges"Swaziland"faces,"in"order"to"shed"light"on"how$and"why$HIV"is"such"a"great"threat"to"the"population"of"Swaziland."Specific"factors"relevant"to" the" spread"of"HIV" in" a"historical" and" cultural" context"will" be" investigated" in"order"to"look"into"what$is$being$done$and"what"could$be"done"to"promote"health"in"Swaziland."More"specifically,"focus"will"be"on"the"high"HIV"prevalence"among"the"women"of"Swaziland," and" the" transmission" of"HIV" from"motherDtoDchild" (MTCT)."We"will"use"multiDmethod"to"collect"and"investigate"data"in"this"project."In"order"to"shed"light"on"the"epidemic,"statistical"data"will"be"collected"and"analysed"from"various"official"sources."The"organisation"UNAIDS"will"be"our"primary"source,"which"will"provide"the"foundation"of"knowledge"about"the"HIV"epidemic"in"Swaziland,"from"which"the"scope"of"the"project"will"be"formed.""We"will" conduct" document" analysis" on" two" reports" by" UNAIDS." One" of"these" reports" is" a" official" report" addressing" global" plans" to" eliminate" MTCT,"which" propose" four" key" principles" for" all" counties" to" implement" in" order" to"improve"their"national"HIV"elimination"plan"(see"chapter:"5.4)."The"other"report"is"a"country"report"on"the"HIV"status"in"Swaziland"(see"chapter:"5.5.).""We"seek"to"understand" why" the" HIV" prevalence" is" higher" among" women," and" if" this" is"related"to"the"societal"view"of"women."In"addition"to"this,"the"term"empowerment$will"be" included," in"order" to"understand" if" empowered"could"have"an"effect"on"women’s"health."The"project"will" furthermore"be" created" from"a" critical" realist"
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approach." This" project" will" be" based" on" a" critical" realist" approach," as" this"approach" accepts" material" conditions," and" argue" that" a" real" world" exists" (see"chapter:"10).""
3. Purpose of research and motivation 
 This" chapter" provides" an" overview" of" how" severe" the" HIV/AIDS" epidemic" is"worldwide,"especially"in"SubDSaharan"Africa.""
 
World map 20151  
3.1. Global overview 
The UNAIDS ‘United Nations programme on HIV/AIDS’ estimated that 35 
million people in the world were living with HIV in 2013 (UNAIDS 2014 ). 
However, the number rose a year later and it was estimated that 36,9 million people 
were living with HIV in 2014 (UNAIDS 2014). From the total of 36,9 million HIV 
infected people, 25,8 million lived in Sub-Saharan Africa and more than half of these 
were women (UNAIDS 2014 ). In 2013, 70% of the HIV-infected people of the world 
lived in Sub-Saharan Africa and 1.1 million Africans were estimated to have died 
from AIDS-related causes (UNAIDS 2014).  
In 2014, there were approximately 1.4 million new HIV infections in Sub-Saharan 
Africa, a 41% decrease from the year 2000. However, Sub-Saharan Africa still 
accounts for 66% of the global total of new infections. 47% of HIV infected women 
                                                
1 This"world"map"is"included"in"order"to"present"an"overview"of"Africa’s"global"placement. 
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in Sub-Saharan Africa had access to the HIV treatment ART in 2014 (UNAIDS 
2014). There has been a major decline of almost 33% in the number of HIV-infections 
from 2005-2013, and the number of AIDS-related deaths fell by 39%, which was a 
positive development. However, 67% of the men and 57% of the women were still 
not treated in 2013. According to UNAIDS, there has been a 43% decline in new 
HIV-infections since 2009 among children in Africa. Sub-Saharan Africa has the 
highest number of people living with HIV and AIDS worldwide (UNAIDS 2014).  
""
Sub<Saharan$Africa$20152 "However," Africa" is" developing" rapidly." Several" Danish" and" international"media"and"television"programs"are"beginning"to"address"the"more"positive"and"modern"
                                                
2 This map of Sub-Saharan Africa is included in order for the reader to have an overview of what is 
defined as Sub-Saharan Africa, to see the country borders, and to comprehend just how small a country 
Swaziland is.  "
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sides" of" Africa." News" campaigns," such" as" the" Danish" UN" supported" World’s$
greatest$news$(Globalt"fokus"2015)"focuses"on"the"positive"sides"of"development"in" the" third" world." A" Danish" documentary," “Afrika$ er$ det$ nye$ sort3”" (Pedersen"2015)"focuses"on"the"African"fashion"industry.""In" Ghana," a" television" series" “The$African$City”" following"women"with" a"modern,"developed," and" ‘western’" lifestyle"has"been"produced"and"has"become"quite"popular."The"programme" lets"people"know"of" the"more"developed"Africa,"and"of"the"modern"women"living"there"(Amarteiflo"2014).""In" 2014," Hans" Rosling," a" Swedish" professor" in" Global" Health" from" Karolinska"institute," presented" an" overview" of" global" development" in" the" American"television"programme"‘TedTalks’" in"Berlin"(Rosling"2014)."Rosling"is"known"for"his"positive"views"on"global"development,"and"provides"knowledge"and"statistics"supporting"this"very"development"(Rosling"2014)."According"to"professor"Holger"Bernt" Hansen," Africa" is" trying" to" be" set" free" of" the" dominant" powers" of" the"Western" world," in" order" to" be" able" to" stand" on" its" own," and" deal" with" its"continental" issues" in" an" African" fashion" (Hansen" 2015)." According" to" ‘The"Economist’," six"out"of" ten"of" the" fastest"growing"economies" in" the"world"are" in"SubDSaharan" Africa." A" number" of" countries" have" increased" their" income" with"more" than" 5%" per" person" a" year" since" 2007" (LUSAKA" 2013)." The" African"continent"is"developing"fast,"and"is"determined"to"convince"the"world"to"view"the"54" different" African" countries" as" individual" countries," as" well" as" seeking" to"promote"the"great"achievements"of"many"of"these"countries"(Hansen"2015)."It"is"therefore"understandable"that"many"African"countries"are"fighting"for"a"different"image" than" that" of" being" the" source" of" ebola," hunger," poverty" and" HIV/AIDS"(Hansen"2015).""However," despite"major" developments" on" the"African" continent," several"countries" in" SubDSaharan"Africa" are" still" seriously" threatened"by" the"HIV/AIDS"epidemic,"and"as"many"as"25.8"million"Africans"were"infected"with"HIV"in"2014"(UNAIDS" 2014)." The" country" with" the" highest" HIV" prevalence" in" the" world" is"Swaziland" (AVERT," 2015)." Thus," we" find" it" important" to" focus" on" women" in"Swaziland"who"are"infected"with"the"virus"in"order"to"promote"their"health,"and"
                                                
3"Title"translated:"”Africa$is$the$new$black”""
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thereby" hinder" the" risk" of" MTCT" and" at" some" point" eliminate" new" HIV"transmissions."3"out"of"5"pregnant"women"received"HIV"treatment"in"2014"world"wide," and" the" world" is" closer" than" ever" to" eliminate" HIV." However," this"development"is"not"universal,"and"25"children"worldwide"are"still" infected"with"HIV"every"hour"(UNICEF"2015).""With"this"in"mind,"we"wish"to"shed"light"on"how"to"promote"the"health"of"the"women" in"question,"and" thereby"enable"and"empower" them"to" take"part" in"the" fast" developments" in" Africa," and" more" specifically" in" the" development" of"Swaziland." On" a" broader" scale,"we"want" to" present" a" project" that"will" provide"knowledge" and" clarification" on" the" issues" concerning" HIVDinfected" women," as"they" are" likely," if" not" supported" and" properly" informed," to" transmit" the" virus"unto"their"future"children.""We"find"it"necessary"to"focus"on"women,"as"they"are"the"source"of"the"HIVDvirus"spreading"to"the"new"generations."The"chances"of"HIV"infected"women"spreading"the"virus"during"pregnancy,"vaginal"birth"or"through"breastfeeding,"ranges"from"15" to" 45%" (WHO"2015)." It" is" possible" to" reduce" the" high" transmission" risk" to"levels"below"5%"with"the"right"treatment"(WHO"2015)."The"aim"of"this"project"is"to" contribute" to" perspectives" that" will" further" healthDpromoting" initiatives,"which" can" provide"HIVDinfected"women"with" the" treatment" they" need," so" they"have" a" better" chance" of" not" infecting" their" future" children" during" pregnancy,"childbirth"or"breastfeeding."Therefore"we" find" it"necessary" to"ask" the" following"questions:""
4. Problem definition   
Which$possible$general$health$promoting$initiatives$could$be$implemented$in$order$
to$eliminate$MTCT$of$HIV$in$Swaziland?$ 
4.1. Research questions   
• What does official statistical data show about the severity of Swaziland’s HIV 
prevalence? 
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• Which cultural and historical aspects in Swaziland are relevant barriers in order 
for the country to implement the necessary changes proposed by UNAIDS to fight 
further HIV transmission?  
• What does the Swazi government do to eliminate HIV transmission among the 
public, and which of the four UNAIDS key principles, could be used to eliminate 
HIV in Swaziland?  
5. Field of interest  
As HIV is a very complex virus, and can be investigated from many different 
perspectives, we have had to narrow down our focus to fit the scope of this project. 
We decided to investigate the transmission of HIV from MTCT, as this is the leading 
source of child infections (UNAIDS 1999). Besides the serious fact that children are 
born with HIV, we find it relevant to focus on women, as they are responsible for the 
health of their children, and since there are effective treatment programs available 
focusing on maternal heath. From a health promotion perspective, the social, 
historical and cultural contexts to gender" relations" are" important" in" order" to"investigate"and"understand"the"possible"barriers"HIV"infected"women"meet.""The" following" chapter" will" provide" background" information" about" our"chosen"reports"for"the"analysis.""
5.1. Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) 
The UNAIDS was formed in 1996, and is an organisation fighting against HIV/AIDS. 
As the HIV/AIDS epidemic accelerated too rapidly for the WHO to ensure real 
damage control, a specialised organisation focusing solely on HIV/AIDS was founded 
(UN 2001). 29 world countries finance the organisation (UN 2001). Headquarter is 
placed in Geneva, Switzerland, and Michel Sidibé is currently the Executive Director 
of UNAIDS. The main focus of UNAIDS is to prevent HIV transmission and to 
provide care and treatment for those already infected with the virus (UN 2001).  
5.2. ‘Counting Down to Zero’   
The report is a global plan, which is trying to reach out to the low and middle-income 
countries of the world. It focuses on the 22 countries in the world with the highest 
prevalence of HIV, and one of these countries is Swaziland. The main focus of the 
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report is PMTCT of HIV (UNAIDS 2011, 3). The report proposes four key principles 
to successfully eliminate MTCT of HIV, keeping the mothers alive, and promote 
health. These principles are formed by the UNAIDS as a set of guidelines for 
countries to use, when creating national plans to combat HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS 2011, 
3).  
5.2.1. The four key principles (UNAIDS 2011, 8-9) 
1. Women living with HIV at the centre of the response 
2. Country ownership  
3. Leveraging synergies, linkages and integration for improved sustainability 
4. Shared responsibility and specific accountability 
UNAIDS’ report ‘Counting Down to Zero’ had the main target of eliminating new 
HIV infections by 2015:“We believe that by 2015, children everywhere can be born 
free of HIV and their mothers remain alive” (UNAIDS 2011). The report presents 
several criteria on how the elimination of HIV could be successful. To pin out the 
most important and most relevant means in reaching the ultimate goal, it is important 
to emphasise the fact that the report is a global report, and was created in 2011. 
Global inequality, gender inequality, poverty, problematic national leadership, 
knowledge and know-how, responsibility and lack of resources are just some of the 
important issues relevant to HIV elimination that the report addresses.  
We have chosen to investigate this report in order do examine specific 
interventional suggestions to eliminate HIV. The report mentions both disease 
prevention and health promotion as essential focus areas. However, our main focus in 
this project is to promote the health of the Swazi women, and therefore we will 
examine the relevant interventional suggestions.  
5.3. ‘Swaziland Global Aids Report Progress Response 2014’  To" support" our" investigation," we" have" chosen" a" country" report" finalised" in"cooperation"between"UNAIDS"and"the"Swazi"government"in"2014."
5.3.1 A brief introduction to the country report of Swaziland  The"country"report"addresses"Swaziland’s"efforts"to"eliminate"HIV."According"to"the" report," Swaziland" has" shown" high" interest" and" commitment" in" HIV"
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prevention" by" creating" a" “new$ extended$ National$ Strategic$ Framework$ (2014<
2018)”"(UNAIDS"2014,"vii)"with"substantial"focus"on"HIV"interventions"(UNAIDS"2014)." Further," the" country" report" recognises" the" seriousness" of" HIV," even"though"the"number"of"infected"people"is"slowly"decreasing."The"report"presents"the"so"called" risk" factors"of"being" infected"with"HIV,"and"according" to"research"(UNAIDS" 2014," 2)," the" following" factors" are" the" key" drivers" to" the" continuous"threat"of"HIV:"
1.$ Multiple$ and$ Concurrent$ Sexual$ Partners,$ 2.$ Sex$ work,$ 3$ HIV$ Stigma$ &$
discrimination,$ 4.$ Gender$ inequality$ and$ gender$ based$ violence,$ 5.$ Early$ sexual$
debut,$6.$Intergenerational$sex,$and$7.$Men$who$have$sex$with$men.$(UNAIDS"2014,"3)4.$HIV"was"recognised"as"a"“national$disaster”"by"King"Mswati"III" in"1999,"and"has" since" then" been" dealt"with" by" the" Swazi" government" and" nonDstate" actors"(UNAIDS" 2014," 4)." Since" 2010," the" young" people" of" Swaziland" have" been"educated" in" ”social$ and$ behaviour$ change$ for$ HIV$ and$ Sexual$ Health”" (UNAIDS"2014","5),$and"between"the"years"2007D2010,"the"use"of"condoms"increased,"and"the"sexual"activity"among"young"people"decreased."Furthermore"it"is"stated"that"the"number"of"HIV"tested"people"more"than"doubled"from"2009D2013"(UNAIDS"2014","9)$
 According to the report, Swaziland has archived great success in PMTCT, as it 
has been of high national 
priority, and national 
guidelines are presented to 
HIV infected mothers in 
order for them to be clinically 
tested and treated. (UNAIDS 
2014, 12).  In 2013, 162 out 
of a total of 252 health clinics 
in Swaziland provided means to PMTCT, and it is stated that the HIV treatment 
(ART) is given freely to patients with a CD4 count lower than 350 (see chapter: 7), 
                                                
4 As this project concerns women and PMTCT of HIV, focus will be put on key driver number 3, 4, 
and 6.  
Interna'onalFunds.
Govenment.Funds.
Private.Funds.
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(UNAIDS 2014, 15). The report shows that the Swazi government spending on ART 
has increased almost every year from 2010-2013, and that international funding 
covered approximately 60% of the AIDS treatment (UNAIDS 2014, 19). 
The report lists five issues, which should be improved in order for HIV prevention 
and treatment to function better in Swaziland. It is argued that mainstream HIV 
programmes should be generated, where the Swazi HIV database, food security, 
nutrition programmes and development programmes should all be improved 
(UNAIDS 2014, 24). The international financial help that Swaziland receives, is 
primarily provided by the United Sates’ HIV emergency plan, PEPFAR (UNAIDS 
2014, 25).  
 
5.3.2. HIV prevalence in Swaziland The" table" underneath" presents" an" overview" of" the" HIV" prevalence" among"different"population"groups"in"Swaziland."HIV"prevalence"in"Swaziland 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Total"population 1.19"million 1.21"million 1,23"million 1,25"million 1.27"million HIV"among"adults"age"15D49"years 
27.4% 27,6%" 27.7% 27.8% 27.7% 
New"HIV"infections"(adults"15D49) 
2,8% 2,5% 2,3% 1,3% 1,9% 
Men"aged"15D24 7,3% 7,4% 7,4% 7,3% 7,2% Women"aged"15D24 17,2% 17% 16,6% 16,1% 15,5% Pregnant"women"with"HIV 
41% 37,9%  11,307  
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Pregnant"women"receiving"ARV 
75% 93% 92% 95% >"95% 
Pregnant"women"in"need"of"ARV 
11’000 11’000 11’000 11’000 11’000 
Early"infant"diagnosis 44% 85% 89% 82% 81% Children"aged"0D14"years 19,000 19,000 19,000 19000 19,000 
New"HIV"infections"in"children"(including"breastfeeding) 
17% 12.24% 11.41% 10.11%  
New"HIV"infections"among"children"(0D14) 
2100 1600 1500 1200 <1000 
5Table$1.$:$HIV"prevalence"in"Swaziland"
6. Health and Empowerment of Women  In" this" project" the" understanding" of" health" will" be" in" accordance" to" WHO’s"definition"of"health"from"1978,"which"states"that"health"is:""
“A state of complete physical and social well being, and not merely the absence of 
disease or infirmity, is a fundamental human right and that the attainment of the 
highest possible level of health is a most important world-wide social goal whose 
                                                
5"Sources:"The"World"Bank"and"UNAIDS"""
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL/countries/SZ?display=graph""
http://aidsinfo.unaids.org/#""
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realization requires the action of many other social and economic sectors in addition 
to the health sector” (Lloyd 2012). "The" focus"on"HIV"elimination"compromises" the" idea"of"health"being"more" than"the" absence" of" disease." However," we" understand" health" as" not" merely" the"absence" of" HIV/AIDS" or" disease" in" general," but" as" a" state" of" both"mental" and"physical"health."There"are" two"approaches" to"health"and"health"promotion:" the"vertical," D" and" the"horizontal" approach" (Hahonou"2015)."The"vertical" approach"focuses"on"treating"one"specific"disease"or"epidemic."By"using"this"approach,"it"is"easy"to"get"funds"to"invest,"as"the"goal"is"clear."However,"the"horizontal"approach"focuses" on" improving" general" health" care" services" and" to" provide" the" primary"health"care."This"approach"does"not"have"a"specific"goal"compared"to"the"vertical,"but" it" will" however," contribute" to" improving" the" conditions" of" the" public"(Hahonou"2015)."We"will"in"this"project"use"these"approaches"intertwined"as"the"main" goal" is" PMTCT" and" eliminate" new" HIV" infections" (vertical)," but" the"approach"to"reach"that"goal"will"be"to"improve"conditions"of"women"in"Swaziland"(horizontal).""Through"our"analytical"discussionD"and"with"this"in"mind"D"we"will"attempt"to" provide" ideas" on" how" to" improve" the" conditions" of" women" and" thereby"children"in"Swaziland."Through"WHO’s"definition,"we"understand"that"PMTCT"is"primarily"a"question"of"implementing"health"promotion"initiatives"with"the"goal"of"improving"the"lives"of"HIV"infected"women.""The"term"empowerment$is"important"in"the"context"of"women"and"HIV,"as"UNAIDS,"addresses"empowerment"of"women"to"be"one"of"the"key"elements"through"which"to"eliminate"HIV"(UNAIDS"2015")."In"a"report"written"in"cooperation"between"UNAIDS"and"the"African"Union,"‘Empower$Young$Women$
and$Adolescent$Girls’"empowering"women"is"understood"to"be"a"key"driver"to"eliminate"HIV/AIDS"(UNAIDS"2015)."Empowerment"is"one"of"the"main"factors"in"the"Fast"Track"Programme,"which"is"a"programme"seeking"to"combat"the"HIV"epidemic"by"2030,"by"setting"ambitious"targets"and"by"focusing"on"cooperation"on"a"global"level"(UNAIDS"2015,"2)."""
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“Guaranteeing the rights and empowerment of Africa’s women and girls in this 
generation is a moral obligation. It is a development imperative and a smart 
investment that will safeguard the health of women and girls in Africa and ensure 
sustainable and inclusive growth on the continent. Empowering women will Fast-
Track the end of the AIDS epidemic” (UNAIDS 2015, 2). 
 Girls"and"women"are"more"vulnerable"to"HIV"due"to"historical,"cultural,"traditional"and"social"factors."It"is"stated"that"the"real"changes"come"from"investing"in"women"(UNAIDS"2015,"3)."Further"it"is"stressed,"that"women"should"be"enlightened"about"their"rights,"and"given"tools"on"how"to"use"such"rights."They"should"be"educated"in"sexual"health,"and"have"better"social"protection."These"are"just"some"of"the"empowerment"tools"suggested"by"the"report"in"order"to"improve"gender"equality"(UNAIDS"2015,"18D22)."Empowerment$will"be"an"essential"term"throughout"this"project,"as"the"project"concerns"not"only"women’s"health"in"addition"to"eliminate"HIV,"but"also"the"possible"changes"in"the"general"conditions"girls"and"women"face"in"Swaziland."In"the"understanding"of"health"in"the"broad"sense,"based"on"WHO’s"definition,"we"wish"to"explore"the"importance"of"empowering"young"adolescent"girls"and"women."
7. HIV/AIDS   In"order"to"understand"HIV,"we"find"it"necessary"to"include"a"description"of"the"virus" to" explain"why$ it" is" such" a" lifeDthreatening" virus" and" how$MTCT" is" even"possible." To" clarify," the"writers" of" this" project" have" no"medical" expertise." The"following"page"will"present"the"historical"overview"of"the"development"of"the"HIV"epidemic.""
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7.1. Timeline of the global HIV development (AVERT 2015) 
  
1920s 
• HIV is believed to originate in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo – crossed 
from chim-panzees to man. 
1980-1985 
• 1981-82: AIDS was discovered amongst gay men in 
the US. 
• 1983: AIDS found in females and children. 
• 1984: The  cause of AIDS was found and named 
retrovirus HTLV-III 
• 1985: 
• Blood banks screen the USA blood supply. 
• US PHS issued recommendations for preventing 
mother-child-transmission. 
• Every region of the world have had at least one 
incidence of HIV. 
1986-1987 
• 1986: HTLV-III is now officially called 
HIV 
• 1987: 
• 5-10 mil. is living with HIV world-wide 
• WHO confirm possible trans-mission 
during breast-feeding. 
2000-11 
• 2002: HIV/AIDS is the leading cause of death 
in SSA 
• 2010: 
• The ban against HIV-trans-mitted entering the 
US was lifted 
• 2011: Early initiation of ART is proven to 
reduce HIV trans-mission by 96% 
2011-14 
• 2013: AIDS-related deaths has fallen 30% since 
2005 and 35 million are world wide living with 
HIV 
• 2014: UNAIDS launches: “Fast Tracks” treat-
ment programs 
2015 
• 70% of the HIV infected live in SSA = 25,8 mil. 
• More than 37 mil. live with HIV world-wide 
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7.2. Human Immunodeficiency Virus HIV,"Human$immunodeficiency$virus,$ is" a"virus,"which,"untreated," leads" to"AIDS,"Acquired$immunodeficiency$syndrome"(AIDS.gov"2015)."
7.2.1. The immune system  The" human" immune" system" exists" to" protect" against" infections" and" diseases."When"infected"with"a"contaminated"microorganism,"the"immune"system"will"try"to"destroy"it"to"prevent"further"infection."The"immune"system"is"built"by"various"types"of"immune"cells"and"white"blood"cells,"which"observe"possible"infections"of"the"body,"and"will"fight"to"destroy"a"possible"infected"microorganism"(Lindhardt"2014)."A"well"functioning"immune"system"contains"a"level"of"approximately"1000"CD4"cells"(Lindhardt"2010)."The"nonDeffective"immune"system"will"be"vulnerable"to"diverse"infections"and"diseases."$
7.2.2. Transmitting HIV  HIV" is" spread" from" an" infected" person" to" another" person" through" body" fluids."The" transmission" can" occur" during" unprotected" sexual" contact," injection" drug"use,"during"pregnancy,"birth," breastfeeding," occupational" exposure"or"by"blood"transfusion"or"organ"transplant"(AIDS.gov"2015).""
7.3. Three stages of HIV  The" picture" to" the" right" is" the" HIVDvirus."HIV"is"divided"into"three"stages"of"development."The"first"is"the"Early"Stage," where" infected" people" can"experience" fevers," minor" disorders"and"flu"like"symptoms,"after"typically"2D4" weeks" after" being" infected" with"HIV."Some"people"do"not"show"any"symptoms"at"all"for"up"to"ten"years"(AIDS.gov"2015)."At"this"stage," the" infected"person"is"at"high"risk"of" transmitting"the"HIVDvirus"onto"others."At"the"next"stage,"the"Clinical"Latency"Stage,"the"HIV"symptoms"typically"decline"drastically,"although"the"virus"still"actively"attacks"the"CD4"cells."The"infected"person"is"still"able"to"transmit"the"virus"unto"others."The"last"stage"
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of" HIV" is" AIDS." At" this" stage," the" symptoms" are" multiple." AIDS" patients" can"experience" rapid" weight" loss," diarrhoea," fevers," and" various" types" of" cancer,"sores" in" the" mouth," on" the" genitals" and" in" anus." The" AIDS" patient" is" thereby"highly" vulnerable" to" different" types" of" diseases," that" the" immune" system" is" no"longer"capable"of"fighting"(AIDS.gov"2015).""
7.4. HIV progress   HIVDvirus"attacks"the"CD4"cells"of"the"human"body,"and"will"over"time"also"attack"too" high" a" number" of" the" working" cells" in" the" body," resulting" in" the" immune"system" not" being" able" to" fight" off" the" infected" cells" (AIDS.gov" 2015)." HIV" is" a"retrovirus"and"will" copy"good"cells," and" thereby" stay"hidden" from" the" immune"system"(Britannica"2015)."When" the"HIVDvirus"meets"CD4"cells," they"will" enter"and"destroy"the"CD4"cells."Due"to"the"declining"number"of"CD4"cells,"the"immune"system"is"unable"to"fight"the"HIVDvirus."The"HIV"will"contaminate"and"live"in"the"CD4"cells," for"several"years."From"this"position," it"will"create"thousands"of"HIVDparticles."When" this"happen," the"HIV" infected" cells"will" kill" all"well" functioning"CD4"cells,"and"the"level"of"CD4"cells"in"the"blood"will"decline"radically."The"lower"level" of" CD4" cells" in" the" blood," the" greater" risk" of" developing" various" types" of"cancer" that" the" immune" system"would" normally" be" able" to" destroy" (Lindhardt"2010).""
7.4.1. Mother-to-child transmission of HIV The"MTCT"of"HIV"transmission"happens"either"during"pregnancy,"during"birth"or"through"breastfeeding."The"umbilical"cord"is"transferring"blood"from"motherDtoDchild." If" the"blood"of" the"mother" is" infected"with"HIV"and"not" in" treatment," the"child"has"a"25%"risk"of"being"contaminated"with"the"virus"(Lindhardt"2014)."In"2013,"WHO" recommended" treatment" for"people"with" a"CD4" cell" count" at" or"below"500,"prioritising"the"ones"with"severe"cases"of"HIV"(WHO"2015)."However,"according" to"a" report" from"2015,"all" adults" carrying" the"virus"should"begin" the"antiDretrovirus" therapy" (ART)" regardless" of" their" CD4" count." All" pregnant" or"breastfeeding" infected" women" should" begin" the" treatment," regardless" of" their"CD4"cell"count"or"their"clinical"stage"(WHO"2015)."""""
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7.5. Living with HIV  HIV"is"chronicle,"as"there"is"no"cure"for"the"virus"(AIDS.gov"2015)."People"can"live"a"long"time"with"HIV,"and"it"can"take"ten"to"fifteen"years"before"HIV"develops"into"AIDS" (WHO"2015)." Fortunately,"HIV" can"be" controlled"with"medical" treatment."The" medicine" hinders" HIVDinfected" cells" in" attacking" the" good" CD4" cells"(Lindhardt" 2014)." This" medicine" is" called" antiDretrovirus" therapy" (ART)." The"treatment"is"not"a"cure,"but"enables"people"to"live"an"almost"normal"life,"if"there"is" medical" compliance" and" if" the" treatment" is" given" before" the" disease" has"developed"into"AIDS"(Avert"2015).""
8. Background overview on Swaziland To"improve"the"understanding"of"the"structural"conditions"within"Swaziland,"the"following" will" provide" a" short" background" overview" of" the" country’s"demographics"and"history.""
8.1. Swaziland and its demographics  Swaziland" has" a" population" of" 1.3" million" and" is" thereby" one" of" the" smallest"countries"in"Africa,"both"population"wise,"and"in"relation"to"its"size"of"just"17,300"square"kilometres"(WPR"2015)."Despite"its"small"size,"statistics"from"the"UNAIDS"Gap" report" from" 2014" show" that" the" adult" prevalence" of" HIV" infections" in"Swaziland"is"27.4%,"which"is"the"highest"prevalence"in"the"world"(Avert"2015)."Furthermore,"the"country"has"a"life"expectancy"of"close"to"32"years,"which"is"the"lowest"in"the"world,"and"which"is,"amongst"other"causes,"due"to"the"health"issues"in"relation"to"HIV/AIDS"(WPR"2015)."Daily,"512"babies"are"born,"but"at"the"same"time" 270" people" die" according" to" United" Nations" statistics" (WPR" 2015)."Swaziland"has"a"lot"of"resources"in"gold,"diamonds"and"quarry"stone"but"face"too"many" environmental" and" population" related" issues" to" be" able" to" develop"properly." There" are" for" instance" environmental" problems" related" to" excessive"hunting,"soil"degradation"and"limited"clean"water"supplies"(WPR"2015)."""
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8.2. The Kingdom of Swaziland – overview 
 
The picture on the right show the national flag 
of Swaziland. Swaziland’s official name in 
Swazi is Umbuso we Swatini, which means 
The Kingdom of Swaziland (Masson 2014).  
This following overview presents some of the 
important political- changes in Swaziland, and 
some initiatives to improve the women’s 
conditions. Swaziland is one of the worlds last remaining absolute kingdoms (BBC 
2015). Swaziland has a long history, and the country has had a long line of absolute 
kings, both before and after the colonisation by the British. This overview of 
historical happenings contains what we found to have had direct or indirect influence 
on the HIV epidemic in Swaziland today.  "
o 1968:"Swaziland"regained"their"independence"(SAHO"w.d.)."
o 1973:"King"Subhuza"II"banned"the"possibility"for"political"parties"to"arise,"a"act"to"prevent"democratisation"of"the"country"and"he"also"upheld"old"traditions"e.g."making"it"legal"to"have"no"less"than"70"wives"(BBC"2015)."
o 1977:"A"new"constitution"for"Swaziland"was"made,"which"made"the"King,"Subhuza"II,"the"absolute"ruler"(SAHO).""
o 1986:"The"present"King"‘His"Majesty"King"Mswati"III’"began"his"reign"when"he"turned"18"(Masson"2014),"(The"Government"of"The"Kingdom"of"Swaziland"u.d.)."
o 1990s:"Several"civil"and"governmental"actions"from"South"Africa"in"order"to"move"Swaziland"towards"democracy"and"change"the"structure"so"the"King"has"less"power,"though"with"no"greater"success"(SAHO"w.d.).""
o 2001:"The"King"prohibited"men"from"having"sex"with"teenage"girls"during"their"five"early"teenage"years"(13D18"years)"in"order"to"limit"the"spread"of"HIV"(SAHO"w.d.)."
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o 2005:"Women"were"granted"equal"rights"to"men"with"the"Constitution's"Bill"of"Rights"that"declared"all"women"to"be"free"from"discrimination"and"abuse"(Dlamini"2015)."
o 2006:"Women"gained"the"right"to"own"and"to"refuse"marriage"to"relatives"(IRIN"2005).""
o 2007:"The"first"survey"to"reveal"women’s"conditions"in"relation"to"violence"was"made."
o June"2014:"US"president"Barack"Obama"made"it"official"that"Swaziland"was"not"to"receive"any"more"benefits"from"the"African$Growth$and$
Opportunity$Act."
9. Methodology The" following" chapter" will" present" the" methodology" of" this" project." It" will"provide" an"overview"of"method"and"design"and"present" the" empirical"material"used." This" project" is" based" on" secondary" statistical" data" created" by" the"organisations" UNICEF," UNAIDS" and" The" World" Bank," with" UNAIDS" being" the"primary" source." Furthermore" we" will" include" a" document" analysis" on" two"reports"(see"chapter:"5).""
9.1. Creation of knowledge   We" have" chosen" to" use" multiDmethod," a" combination" of" qualitative" and"quantitative" methods" to" investigate" our" field" of" interest." Through" the"combination"we"aim"at"producing"a"more"complete$project"since"“each$approach$
has$ its$ own$ limits$ or$ “imperfections”,$which$ can$be$ compensated$ for$ by$ using$an$
alternative$ method”$ (Bryman" 2012," 637).$ Our" ‘background’" method" is"quantitative," where" we" will" provide" a" secondary" analysis" of" official" statistical"data," in" order" to" answer" our" first" research" question" (see" chapter:" 4.1.)," and"further"support"our"qualitative"findings"in"the"analysis"(see"chapter:"9.3.)."To"do"so," we" will" use" qualitative" method" in" the" shape" of" document" analysis" of" the"reports" (see" chapter:" 5.2" &" 5.3)," which" will" be" used" to" provide" insight" to"Swaziland’s"management"of"HIV,"and"the"country’s"attempt"to"eliminate"the"virus"and"possible"initiatives"to"promote"health"in"Swaziland.""
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We"will" investigate"our" field"of" interest"using"qualitative"method," as"we"want"to"create"specific"knowledge"on"the"Swazi"population’s"HIV"issues,"based"on"the"broad"knowledge"gained"through"the"use"of"quantitative"method.""As"we"use"critical"realism"to"understand"our"field"of"interest"(see"chapter"10.1),"we"wish" to" create" knowledge" on" the" reality"women" in" Swaziland" endure." Our"choice"of"method"will"not"help"to"understand"the"lives"of"specific"individuals,"but"will,"however,"help"to"understand"the"bigger"issues"that"lie"within"the"historical,"cultural"and"social"barriers"of"Swaziland,"in"the"fight"against"HIV.""
9.2. Second hand knowledge  This" project" is" based" on" second" hand" knowledge," as" it" is" based" on" official"statistics" and"documents," and"neither" fieldwork"nor" interviews" (Bryman"2012,"321)."The"data"and"research"used,"is"primarily"created"by"UNAIDS."Using"second"hand" knowledge" has" been" beneficial," due" to" the" scope" of" the" project" and" our"chosen"field"of"interest."Through"the"use"of"second"hand"knowledge,"we"attempt"to"understand"our"field"of"interest"from"the"outside"and"in.""
9.3. Quantitative method   As"we"have"chosen"to"understand"the"background"to"our"field"of" interest"based"on"statistical"data,"the"use"of"quantitative"method"has"been"beneficial"in"order"to"create"a"greater"overview"of"the"issues"regarding"the"HIV"epidemic"in"Swaziland."As"we" set" out" to" instigate" a" field" that" include"many" different" perspectives,"we"have"chosen"to"base"our"knowledge"on"the"use"of"a"reliable"and"publicly"known"organisations"working"in"this"field.""
9.3.1. Collection of statistical data  We" have" collected" our" statistical" data" mainly" by" using" empirical" data" from"reports" and"databases" established"by" the" leading"organisation" in" the" field." The"organisational" reports" have" been" found" on" the" organisation’s" official" webpage"and"are"available"to"the"public."Our"knowledge"is"partly"produced"from"statistical"data"this"organisation"have"collected"and"analysed.""
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9.3.2. Secondary analysis of official statistics We"have"chosen"to"analyse"already"produced"data"to"get"as"broad"an"overview"of"the"HIV"epidemic"as"possible."There"are"several"organisational"sources"that"collect,"make"statistical"overviews"and"analyse"data"on"the"HIV"epidemic"worldwide."In"addition"to"the"main"source,"UNAIDS,"we"have"as"mentioned,"also"collected"statistical"data"from"The"World"Bank"and"UNICEF."Since"we"have"not"collected"the"data"ourselves,"but"from"official"sources,"the"material"is"considered"to"be"secondary"(Bryman"2012,"312).""We"chose"to"do"a"secondary"sampling"of"official"statistics"due"to"the"advantages"of"collecting"a"great"amount"of"highDquality"data"without"it"having"to"be"too"time"consuming"(Bryman"2012,"13)."A"secondary"sampling"of"our"statistical"background"material"used"in"the"analysis"has"therefore"made"it"possible"to"investigate"Swaziland’s"HIV"prevalence"from"a"broad"perspective."The"prospect"of"the"quantitative"part"of"the"analysis"is"cross<sectional$as"the"HIV"epidemic" in" Swaziland" is" being" examined" from"different" perspectives" (Bryman"2012,"321).""
9.4. Qualitative method   We"have"chosen"to"use"qualitative"method"in"order"to"be"able"to"investigate"our"field"of" interest" through"UNAIDS" reports."These" reports"will" be" analysed"using"document"analysis,"in"order"to"provide"more"specific"knowledge"on"what"is"being"done," what" could" be" done," highlight" the" most" important" society" related" HIV"issues,"as"well"as"ideas"of"how"MTCT"can"be"eliminated.""
9.4.1. Selection and presentation of the reports  
‘Counting$ Down$ to$ Zero‘" will" be" used" to" understand" the" necessary" factors" of"success,"and"will"be"used"in"addition"to"the"knowledge"on"Swaziland’s"approach"to"eliminate"HIV."The"report"will"be"analysed"using"qualitative"method"where"we"will" investigate"the"purpose"of"the"report."Further,"we"will" investigate"what"the"report" suggests" as" changes" to" the" elimination" of" HIV." Through" this," we" will"attempt" to" understand"which" options" Swaziland" has" of" eliminating"MTCT," and"further"what"has"been"done"in"Swaziland"from"2011"to"present"time.""We"chose"
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the"specific"organisation"due"to"its"international"recognition,"and"as"it"is"dealing"with"exactly"our"field"of"interest.""
9.4.2. Document analysis The" document" analysis" is" a" secondary" analysis" like" the" explained" quantitative"sampling"of"our"statistical"data"(see"chapter:"9.3.2)."The"documents"mentioned"in"the" chapters" above" as"well" as" other" documents" that"will" be" referred" to" in" the"analysis,"are"derived"from"UNAIDS"and"are"annual"reports"or"mission"statements,"which"make"them"“official$documents$from$private$sources”"(Bryman"2012,"550)."The"method"used"to"examine"the"reports" is" that"of"qualitative"content"analysis."Within"this"method"of"analysis,"our"project"has"been"built"from"the"approach"of"ethnographic" content" analysis" (ECA)." ECA" is" outlined" by" the" theorist" Altheid,"with"the"following"steps"to"search"for"themes"in"ones"project:""
o Research"questions"are"made"
o Familiarity"with"the"context"of"which"the"chosen"documents"have"been"generated"
o Familiarity"with"a"small"number"of"documents"
o Generate"categories"for"collection"of"data"and"schedule"the"collection"into"generated"categories"
o Test"the"schedule"while"collecting"data"from"different"documents"
o Revise"the"schedule"and"select"further"cases"to"make"it"more"specific"(Bryman"2012,"559).""We" have" collected" our" qualitative" data" from" a" variety" of" private" and"governmental" online," publicly" available" sources." The"background"on" Swaziland"has" been" collected" in" order" to" become" familiar$with" the" material" and" social"contexts" in" Swaziland." The" chosen" sampling" of" documents" has" primarily" been"selected"since"the$‘Swaziland$Global$Aids$Report$Progress$Response$2014’$holds"a"lot"of"relevant"information"about"the"HIV"epidemic"in"Swaziland"(UNAIDS"2014),"and" ‘Counting$ Down$ to$ Zero’" provide" a" meaningful" framework" to" end" this"epidemic"globally"(UNAIDS"2011)."The"report"on"Swaziland"will"be"analysed"in"a"contextual"understanding"of"how$to"eliminate"further"MTCT"of"HIV"that"the"four"principles" in" ‘Counting$ Down$ to$ Zero’" give" a" review" on." While" analysing" the"relevant" problem" areas" that" Swaziland" faces" in" relation" to" the" HIV" epidemic,"
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‘Counting$ Down$ to$ Zero’" will" serve" as" a" possible" framework" to" guide" towards"eliminating"HIV.""Further"documentation"on" the"Swazi"women’s" conditions"as"well" as" the" report"about"empowerment"have"been"chosen"to"more$specifically"aim"at"how"it"will"be"possible" to" improve" the"health"of"Swazi"women," in"order" to"eliminate"MTCT"of"HIV.""
10. Theoretical framework  This"chapter"will"present"the"theoretical"framework"of"the"present"project."It"will"account"for"the"theory"used,"namely"the"theory"of"Critical$Realism.""
10.1. Critical Realism  The"philosophy"of"science"and"the"nature"of"the"approach"itself"will"be"presented"briefly,"as"we"will"attempt"to"pin"out"the"most"important"aspects"of"the"theory"in"addition"to"our"field"of" interest."We"will" furthermore"account"for"the"use"of"the"critical"realist"approach"in"this"project.""""Roy" Bhaskar" (1944" –" 2014)" is" a" philosopher"most" known" for" his" invention" of"Critical"Realism"(Word"Press"2014)."Bhaskar"has"studied"the"philosophical"study"of" being," called" revindicating$ ontology.$The" invention" of" the" critical" realism" is"defined" as" a" “new$ distinctive$ position$ in$ the$ philosophy$ of$ science$ and$ social$
science”$(Word"Press"2014").$Critical"realism"is"a"theory,"which"claims"that"a$true"world" exists." In" opposition" to" the" social" constructivism," critical" realism" claims"that" the" real"world" is" to"be"understood" independently" from" the"knowledge"we"have" of" it" (Juul" 2012)." The" world" itself" is" the" source" of" knowledge," as" it" is"therefore"not"the"knowledge"we"have"of"it"that"defines"the"real"world."According"to" the" critical" realism," social" positions" exist" before"we"engage" in" them."Human"beings"who"are"capable"of" change"and"reflection"create" the"social" systems,"and"the" social" systems" are" thereby" understood" to" be" open" (Juul" 2012," 289)." Social"phenomena"have"to"be"understood"through"the"relation"between"the"structures"and"the"actor."Human"beings"are"affected"by" the"structural"conditions" in"which"they" live," but" these" conditions"we"have"not" created"or" are" able" to" change." The"
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social" system" is" thereby" shaped" upon" already" existent" structures" (Juul" 2012,"293D294)."
10.1.1 Critical Realism and its philosophy of science  Critical" Realism" calls" for" ontology" in" order" to" “say$ something$ about$ the$ things$
themselves”"and"not"just"from"the"subjective"point"of"view,"beliefs"or"experiences"(Word" Press" 2015)." According" to" the" approach," there" are" two" dimensions" to"comprehend" that" the" world" exists;" one" dimension" is" the" transitive$ dimension,"which"is"the"knowledge"we$have"of"the"world"(Juul"2012,"280)."In"opposition"to"this," there" is" the" intransitive$ dimension,$ which" includes" the" world" as$ it$ is,"independently" of" the" knowledge"we" have" of" it" (Juul" 2012," 280)." Knowledge" is"seen" as" a" social" product" where" the" production" of" knowledge" is" built" upon"existing" knowledge." Science" is" thereby" conditioned" by" history" and" produced"through"social"human"activity." It" is" important" to"underline" the" fact" that" critical"realism" imposes" great" emphasis" on" the" influence" of" history" and" that" the"knowledge"we"have"of"the"world"is"socially"created"(Juul"2012,"285)."The"world"exists"independently"of"our"knowledge"or"notion"about"it,"thus"critical"realism"is"a" realistic" science" (Juul" 2012," 278)." The" social" reality" among" human" beings" is"understood" to" be" open" systems," where" causalities" are" merely" tendencies.""According" to" critical" realism," the" real"world"exists"as"unchangeable,"but"due" to"the"complexity"of"the"social"reality," the"outcome"of"a"specific"action"can"change"(Juul"2012,"283)."Due"to"the"open"systems,"the"future"cannot"be"predicted"(Juul"2012,"284)."Bhaskar"argues"that"nature"and"material"conditions"are"prior"to"and"defines" human" action" and" that" “It$ is$ the$nature$of$ objects$ that$determines$ their$
cognitive$ possibilities$ for$ us”" (Bhaskar" 1998" ," 206)." To" this" notion," Bhaskar"underlies" the" fact" that" social" forms" needs" to" be" understood" in" context" to" the"social" form" one" wishes" to" investigate," as" they" are" capable" of" change" due" to"human"agency.""
“Now it is important to note that because the causal power of social forms is 
mediated through human agency, my argument can only be formally completed when 
the causal status of human agency is itself vindicated” (Bhaskar 1998 , 207). "
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Societies"and"social"relations"are"important"to"investigate"in"order"to"understand"specific" human" behaviour," as" argued" by" Bhaskar," societies" do" not" exist" of"individuals" but" of" relations" in" which" individuals" stand" (Bhaskar" 1998," 207)."According"to"Bhaskar,"the"agents"within"these"relations"might"not"be"aware,"and"the" individual" cannot"be" seen"outside" the" social" context"of" its"present," and" the"individual" agency" cannot" be" investigated" independently" of" its" social" and"conditional"context"(Bhaskar"1998,"208D209)."Further"he"states"that:""
“Society, then, provides necessary conditions for intentional human action, and 
intentional human action is a necessary condition for it. Society is only present in 
human action, but human action always expresses and utilises some or other social 
form” (Bhaskar 1998 , 217). "Bhaskar"claims"that"the"social"action"and"interaction"are"founded"on"the"societal"conditions," and" those" given" conditions" to" some" extent" determine" the" human"actions.""
 
(…) It must be conceived as one in which people self-consciously trans form their 
social conditions of existence (the social structure) so as to maximise the possibilities 
for the development and spontaneous exercise of their natural (species) powers. 
(Bhaskar 1998 , 217) "As"underlined"here,"it"must"be"the"intention"of"human"beings"to"better"the"given"conditions,"with" possibilities" for" development," and" to" selfDtransform," and" open"up" to" find" the" opportunities" of" improvement,"within" the" limits" of" the"material"conditions.""
10.1.2. The use of Critical Realism  The"upper"mentioned"notion"will"be"used"in"the"analysis,"as"to"understand"why"Swaziland’s’" prevalence" of" HIV" still" is" at" such" high" level," and" what" and" how"Swaziland"have"done"to"prevent"the"HIV"transmission."As"this"project"is"set"out"to"investigate" the" high" prevalence" of" HIV" among" Swazi" women," critical" realism"seems"as"a"relevant"theory"through"which"the"field"of"interest"is"investigated."As"our"filed"of"interest"evolves"around"a"country"and"thereby"societies"of"people,"we"find"Roy"Bhaskar’s"understanding"of"societies"to"be"relevant"in"order"to"grasp"the"behaviour" and" action" taken" in" Swaziland" to" eliminate"HIV." This" understanding"
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will"furthermore"enable"us"to"understand"the"social"position"of"women,"and"why"empowering"women"is"a"long"and"challenging"process"in"a"society"with"already"given"cultural"and"social"patterns,"due" to"diverse"material"conditions." (Bhaskar"1998","206D219)."In"order"to"understand"the"high"prevalence"of"HIV"in"a"country,"it" is" necessary" to" understand" the" historical," cultural" and" social" structures" as" a"reality.""The"environment,"the"landscape,"the"nature"and"the"climate"all"play"a"role"in"shaping"the"world."Thereby,"Swaziland"has"not"become"as"it"is"today"solely"due"to" socially" constructed" behavioural" patterns," but" also" due" to" the" opportunities"given"by"the"reality"of"the"world."We"will"use"the"critical"realist"approach"in"this"project,"as"we"want"to"investigate"a"specific"culture"in"relation"to"the"issue"of"HIV."Therefore"we"need"to"understand"the"reality"of"Swaziland,"and"understand"this"reality"as"a"condition,"and"not"merely"as"a"socially"constructed"phenomenon."We"want" to" recognise" the" country’s" high" HIV" prevalence" and" their" unsuccessful"attempt" to" eliminate" the" virus," in" the" light" of" the" historical," cultural" and" social"structures"embedded"in"the"conditions"of"the"country,"and"understand"these"as"a"reality." The" use" of" Bhaskar’s" understanding" of" societies" being" shaped" not" by"individuals"but"by"social"relations"will"enable"us"to"understand"why"women"do"not"(openly)"rebel"against"the"high"gender"inequality,"or"why"women"apparently"quietly" accept" the" social" position" of"women" to" be" inferior" to"men." This" is" also"interesting"in"addition"to"women"being"attributes"to"reproducing"a"specific"view"on" women" by" participating" in" the" annual" Reed" Dance" to" please" men" " (see"chapter:"11.2.1).""
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11. Analytical scheme  The"following"chapter"will"present"the"analytical"scheme"of"the"project."First,"the"analytical"strategy"will"be"accounted"for,"followed"by"an"account"of"the"structure"of" the"analysis."This"will" result" in"an"analytical"discussion"of" the"most" relevant"findings"in"the"project.""
11.1. Strategy of analysis  The" strategy" of" following" analysis" has" been" to" create" an" analytical" discussion,"combining" the" analysis" and" the" discussion," in" order" to" provide" not" merely" a"description"of"our"findings,"but"to"critically"discus"our"findings.""The" purpose" of" this" analytical" discussion" is" to" pin" out" and" discus" some" of" the"reasons"for"the"high"prevalence"of"HIV"in"Swaziland,"uncovered"in"the"process"of"investigating" this" field" of" interest." These" findings" and" the" knowledge" gained"throughout" this" project," will" be" analysed" in" order" argue" for" possible" health"promotion" strategies" and" initiatives," which" could" serve" to" limit" the" HIV"prevalence," and" improve" the" lives" and" conditions" for" the"women" in" Swaziland."The" UNAIDS" reports" have" been" investigated" using" the" qualitative" method" of"document"analysis," in"order" to"understand"the"most" important" issues" that" they"address." In" addition," the" statistical" collected" data" will" be" used" as" background"material"to"support" important"themes"and"findings"in"the"two"reports."Thereby"we"have"been"able"to"understand"what"is"done"in"Swaziland"in"addition"to"what"was"proposed"by"UNAIDS"in"2011."By"understanding"the"two"reports"in"addition"to" each" other," we" are" able" to" see" the" differences" and" the" similarities" between"what" is" suggested," and"what" is" put" into" action" in" Swaziland." The" reports" have"given" us" insight" to"what" is" understood" to" be" the"most" important" issues" to" the"high" prevalence" of" HIV," and"we"will" thereby" be" able" to" structure" our" analysis"based"on"the"most"important"issues"evolving"this"topic."Furthermore,"the"critical"realist" approach" has" been" used" to" understand" the" material" conditions" of"Swaziland,"and"has"been"influencing"the"findings"and"investigating"of"the"project"(see" chapter:"10.)."All"of" this"will" further"enable"us" to"present"possible"general"health"promoting"initiatives"for"the"Swazi"government"to"take"into"account,"when"planning" a" new" national" HIV" elimination" programme" that" aims" at" eliminating"MTCT"of"HIV.""
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"The" report," ‘Counting$ Down$ to$ Zero’," lists" several" issues" which" needs" to" be"addressed"in"order"to"eliminate"HIV,"and"to"reach"the"goal"of"having"an"HIVDfree"generation,"and"eliminate"MTCT"by"2015"(see"chapter"5.4.)." "This"however,"did"not"become"a"reality."The"report"proposes"the"four"key"principles,"as"accounted"for,"which"need"to"be" implemented" in"order" to"successfully"combat"HIV,"and"at"the" same" time" lists" nine" great" structural" challenges" that" possibly" could" hinder"the" elimination." Thereby" the" UNAIDS" report" recognises" ‘a" real" world’," a"structural" world" which" cannot" necessarily" be" changed" by" the" inhabitants" of" a"country." This" is" in" line"with" the" point" of" departure" in" critical" realism" and" the"ontological"view"that"a"real"world"exists"and"the"epistemological"understanding"that"our"knowledge"of"the"world"is"inadequate."The"country"report"of"Swaziland"is"however"created" in"2014,"and"solely"concerns" the"country"of"Swaziland,"and"therefore"gives"a"better" insight" to" the"development"and"barriers"of" eliminating"HIV" in" Swaziland."Material" conditions" are" in" this" report" also" acknowledged" as"general" barriers" to" eliminate" HIV." The" report" can" therefore" be" argued" to" be"accepting"of"a"‘real"world’"as"well."Thus"both"reports"can"be"argued"to"be"in"line"with"the"chosen"philosophy"of"science." It" is" important" to" take" into"account" that"UNAIDS"might"have"a"specific"agenda"with"these"reports,"aiming"at"presenting"a"specific"image"of"the"organisation."""
11.1.2. Structure of analysis  This" analytical" discussion" is" built" based" on" consistent" themes" from" the" two"reports:""‘Counting$Down$to$Zero’$and"‘The$‘Swaziland$Global$Aids$Report$Progress$
Response$ 2014’’." The" reports" will" be" analysed" in" addition" to" the" collected"statistical," historical" and" cultural" background"material" on" Swaziland." The" first"part" of" the" analysis" will" focus" on" the" high" prevalence" of" HIV" in" the" country,"secondly" there"will"be"an"examination"of"what" is"being"done" in"Swaziland,"and"thirdly" the" last" part" of" the" analysis"will" evolve" around"what" could" be" done" in"Swaziland"to"eliminate"HIV."
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11.2. Analytical discussion  
11.2.1. The historical, cultural and social barriers to eliminate HIV Historical," cultural" and" social" barriers" can" arguably" cause" the" underlining"reasons"for"the"high"HIV"prevalence"in"Swaziland."These"are"in"this"project,"found"to"be"some"of"the"greatest"challenges"for"the"country"to"combat"HIV." 
11.2.1.1 The social barriers – stigma and tradition  As" mentioned," the" country" report" reveals" that" the" five" most" relevant" factors"influencing"the"high"prevalence"of"HIV"(see"chapter:"5.3.1).""These"barriers" include"both"national" and"domestic" issues," and" are" found" to" be"some"of"the"leading"reasons"to"poor"sexual"health"in"Swaziland."Stigma"is"still"a"great"socially"related"issue,"and"therefore"a"social"barrier"against"being"tested"for"HIV."As"both"addressed"by"the"UNAIDS"and"AVERT,"stigma"is"a"huge"barrier"for"both"genders" in"order" for" them" to" seek"HIV" testingDor" treatment" (Avert"2015)."‘Counting$ Down$ to$ Zero’" suggests" that" the" stigmatisation" of" HIV" infected"individuals" could" be" changed" by" an" improvement" of" the" communicative" tools"used" to" address" the" virus" (UNAIDS" 2011," 22)." Stigma" is" an" important" social"barrier" to" recognise" and" the" report" highlights" a" reduction" of" stigma" as" quite"important"in"the"effort"to"improve"health"of"women"with"HIV:"""
“Reducing$stigma$and$discrimination$is$also$vital$to$empowering$and$giving$leadership$to$women$
living$with$HIV$for$them$to$demand$access$to$and$manage$HIV<related$services$for$themselves$and$
their$children”$(UNAIDS"2011,"21).$
$If"women"are" to"seek"HIV"treatment," they"have" to"be"recognised" in"society"and"not" fear" discrimination" and" stigma." Stigma" is" a" relevant" issue" in" Swaziland," as"people" who" are" tested" HIVDpositive" get" excluded" from" society" and" even" from"their"own"family:"""
“According$to$the$Stigma$Index,$11$percent$of$HIV<positive$people$are$regularly$excluded$from$
family$activities;$while$9$percent$are$prevented$from$attending$social$gatherings$such$as$weddings$
and$funerals”$(IRIN$2012).$"In" addition" to" this," UNAIDS" outlines" the" need" for" empowerment." In" the" report"‘Empower$Young$Women$and$Adolescent$Girls’" there" is"a"clear"empathy"with"the"
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women" and" female" adolescents" of" Africa" due" to" their" low" social" status,"where"they"“(...)$do$not$have$the$knowledge$or$the$personal$agency$that$enables$them$to$
protect$ themselves$ from$ HIV”$ (UNAIDS" 2015," 10).$ The" report" also" highlights"alarming"data"where" just"15%"of"the"women"aged"15D24"know"about"their"HIV"status,"and"the"HIV"prevalence"is"3"times"as"high"among"young"women"compared"with"their"counterparts"in"men"(UNAIDS"2015","8)."In"addition"to"the"social"status"of" women," the" Reed" Dance" is" an" interesting" traditional" cultural" practice" to"investigate."""
11.2.1.2. The Reed Dance  The" picture" on" the" right"shows" women" who" are" at"the"traditional"annual"Reed$
Dance.$ The" King's"residence"annually"throw"a"Reed" Dance" where"thousands" of" girls" and"young"women"take"part"in"a"ceremony"intended"for"the"King"Mswati"to"choose"a"new"wife."The"event"lasts"eight"days"where"women"parade"almost"naked"in"front"of"the"royal"residence"(BBC"2015)."The"Reed"Dance"participants"cut"off"reeds"to"repair"the"windbreak"that"belongs"to"the"mother"of"the"King,"and"traditionally"it"all" ends" with" a" dance." Even" though" the" Reed" Dance" seen"with" foreign" eyes" is"viewed" as" a" demeaning" tradition" towards"women," the"women"who"participate"see"it"quite"differently."Interviewed"Swazi"women"claim,"they"love"participating"in"the"dance"as"they"get"to"show"off"their"beauty."Many"young"women"go"there"to"celebrate"and"mingle"since" it" is"one"of" the"rare"occasions" they"get" to"be"among"solely" women," without" men" present" as" dominants" (IRIN" 2005)." This" is" an"interesting"contrast"to"the"issues"of"gender"inequality."Some"Swazi"women"argue"that"the"Reed"Dance"is"as"a"great"tradition;"other"Swazi"women"are"wishing"for"men" and" women" to" become" more" equal." However," it" can" be" argued" rather"equality" is" even" possible" in" an" absolute" kingdom?"""
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Critical"realism"claims"that" individuals"exist"through"the"structures"of"societies,"and" that" an" individual" does" not" exist" by" itself" as" it" is" embedded" into" social"systems" determined" by" the" material" conditions" of" life" and" the" social" society."According"to"the"critical"realist"approach,"people"only"comprehend"and"know"of"what"they"are"presented"to,"which"is"the"transitive"dimension"(see"chapter:"10.)."The"Reed"Dance"might"be"understood"through"this"dimension,"as"this"traditional"dance"is"what"the"women"know"to"be"reality."The"‘real"world’"is"independent"on"our"knowledge"about"it."From"a"critical"realist"approach,"the"Swazi"women"face"a"reality"of"life,"which"is"given"to"them"through"history,"culture"and"tradition."All"of"which" is" founded"on" specific"material" conditions,"which" cannot"be"denied."The"‘reality’"and"the" ‘real"world’" is"always"to"be"understood"from"a"specific"point"of"view,"which"challenges"the"conditions"in"which"this"project"is"written"from."From"a"western"point"of"view,"the"Reed"Dance,"women’s"rights"and"the"HIV"epidemic"seem" quite" incomprehensible," but" that" is" however," the" reality" of" women" in"Swaziland." When" accepting" this" as" a" reality," it" can" be" argued" that" the" Swazi"women"exist"in"a"grey"area"between"the"modern"world,"and"the"traditional"world"of" Swaziland." As" stated," some" women" argued" that" they" appreciated" the" Reed"Dance," at" this" was" a" time" of" enjoyment," and" a" time" not" dominated" by" men."However,"it"has"according"to"statistics"and"the"UNAIDS"reports"become"clear"that"most"women"feel"inferior"to"men,"and"are"not"able"to"determine"their"own"lives."So"are"the"women"themselves"actors"in"reproducing"inequalities"and"their"social"position"as" inferior" to"men?"Women"have"gained"rights"equal" to"men,"but"have"not"been"empowered" to"use" those" rights," and"have"not"gained"same"respect" in"the"societies"as"men."It"can"be"argued"that"the"historical,"traditional,"cultural,"and"social"barriers"are"undermining"the"women"from"developing"into"more"evolved,"modern"women." However," this"might" be" an" understanding" solely" shaped" by" a"western"point"of"view,"caused"by"the"reality"in"which"we"live."""Nonetheless," critique" continues" to" rise" against" the" tradition" of" the"Reed"Dance"especially"in"relation"to"the"HIV"epidemic."The"critiques"question"if"the"tradition"of" the"Reed"Dance"promotes" similar" traditions" related" to"polygamy"and" sexual"relations"with" female"adolescents" (IRIN"2005)."The"Reed"Dance"can"be"argued,"
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once" again" from" a" western" perspective," to" portray" women" as" sexual" objects,"making" them" easy" targets" for" men" to" take" advantage" of," and" allowing" for" the"gender"equality"gap"to"be"become"even"bigger." In"relation"to" the"HIV"epidemic,"such" traditions"may" keep" reproducing" a" certain" view" of" women" as" inferior" to"men," as" the" dance" is" performed" to" please" the" King." Gender" inequality" is" not"merely"an"issue"in"relation"to"the"Reed"Dance,"as"gender"inequality"can"be"argued"to"be"a"great"barrier"to"HIV/AIDS"elimination"in"Swaziland"in"general."Therefore,"the"issues"of"gender"inequality"in"Swaziland"will"now"be"analysed"and"discussed."""
11.2.1.3. Historical and cultural barriers - Gender Inequality  Gender"inequality"is"found"to"be"one"of"the"main"reasons"for"why"Swaziland"has"the"highest"prevalence"of"HIV"in"the"world"(UNAIDS"2014","3)."Gender"inequality"is" both" embedded" in" the" historical," cultural" and" traditional" practises" of" the"country,"and"the"inequality"takes"place"both"on"a"national"and"a"domestic"level."Historically,"women"have"been"viewed"as"equal"to"children,"and"sharing"the"same"rights"as"children"(UNAIDS"2014)."The"mere"fact"that"Swazi"women"historically"have"been"viewed"as"inferior"is"one"of"the"material"conditions"on"which"modern"day"Swazi"society"is"built"upon."The"rights"of"the"Swazi"women"are"very"limited,"as" polygamy" and" the" view" on"women" is" justified" accordingly" to" the" Bible" and"Swazi" tradition,"where"women"and"men"do"not"have" equal" rights" (IRIN"2005)."Polygamy"and"child"marriage"are"legal"and"are"continuously"common"practices"in"Swaziland," and" are" practices" that" arguably"maintains" the" social" position" of" the"women"as"inferior"to"men.""Prior"to"2006,"women"had"the"same"rights"as"minor"children,"and"needed"permission" from" a" male" relative" or" a" husband" for" example" to" own" or" buy"property" or" to" loan"money" in" a" bank" (Crossroads" International"w.d.)." In" 2006,"women" gained" the" right" to" own" property" and" business" as"well" as" the" right" to"disagree"with" old" customs" such" as" getting"married" to" relatives," and" having" to"marry"a"brotherDinDlaw"if"the"husband"dies"(IRIN"2005)."In"2005"women"gained"equal"rights"to"men"with"the"Constitution's"Bill"of"Rights"that"declared"all"women"to" be" free" from" discrimination" and" abuse" (R." N." Dlamini" 2015)." Despite" these"positive"initiatives,"it"appears"as"though"the"women"of"Swaziland"are"still"facing"
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high" inequality," and" are" in" some" cases" fighting" for" basic" human" rights" (R." N."Dlamini"2015)."HIV"prevalence"in"Swaziland"is"also"unequal"between"men"and"women,"as"women"account"for"31%"whereas"men"account"for"only"20%"(Avert.org"2015)."In"addition" to" this," there" is" also" a" large"difference" in"HIV" among"15D24"year"olds,"where" the" prevalence" in" 2014" was" 15,5%" among" women" opposed" to" 7,2%"among"men" (see" table" 1," chapter:" 5.2)." This" difference" in" prevalence"might" be"caused"by"the"historical"and"cultural"view"of"women"as"being"inferior"to"men,"and"a"man"being"able"to"take"several"wives,"as"polygamy,"as"before"mentioned,"is"still"quite" common" in" Swaziland." It" is" also" a" possibility" that" the" difference" in"prevalence"is"caused"by"women"offering"themselves"sexually"to"men"for"benefits"(UNAIDS"2014,"10D11)."GenderDbased" violence" (GBV)" is" another" barrier" to" HIV" prevention" and"improvement" of" women’s" rights," due" to" the" patriarchal" society" in" Swaziland"where" women’s" decisions" are" constrained" (UNAIDS" 2014," 3)." Furthermore,"women"do"not"have"the"right"to"end"an"unwanted"pregnancy,"even"if"the"foetus"is"conceived"by"sexual"coercion."Abortions"are"only"legal"in"cases"where"the"life"of"the"mother"is"at"risk"(UN"1999)."Both"men"and"women"are"stigmatised"due"to"of"their"HIV"status,"but"it"can"be"argued"that"women"experience"more"stigma"than"men." A" survey" conducted" by" ‘the$ Swaziland$ Network$ for$ People$ Living$ with$
HIV/AIDS’" (SWANEPHA)" found" that" 13%" of" the" women" with" HIV" have"experienced" discrimination" from" health" care" professionals" who" advised" the"women" not" to" have" children." 3%" out" of" the" questioned" 1,233" HIV" positive"women"were" coerced" into" sterilisation" (IRIN"2012)." The" view"on" abortion" and"the" fact" that"HIV" positive"women" can" be" forced" into" being" sterilised," are" clear"indications"that"women"are"not"recognised"as"being"able"to"be"in"charge"of"their"own" reproductiveD" or" sexual" health."Women"are" thereby"discriminated" as" they"are"deprived"of"the"rights"to"decide"for"themselves"on"equal"terms"as"men."""Child" marriages" and" men" having" sexual" relations" with" much" younger,"sexually"inexperienced"girls"are"common"cultural"practises."Due"to"the"low"social"position"of"women,"they"are"rarely"in"a"position"to"demand"condom"use"or"other"sexual"protection,"and"thereby"men"are"frequently"able"to"dictate"the"sexualD"and"
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reproductive"health"of"women"(Avert.org"2015)."Even"though"women"now"have"equal" rights" to" men" by" law," they" are" still" severely" discriminated." Thus,"organisations"like"‘Action"for"Southern"Africa’"and"‘The"Crossroads"International"organisation’" have" been" established" to" educate" and" campaign" for" the" rights" of"women,"and"to"better"the"conditions"for"African"women"in"general"(ACTSA"w.d.)."The"first"survey"made" in"Swaziland"to"reveal"women’s"conditions" in"relation"to"violence" was" conducted" in" 2007." The" results" showed" shocking" numbers" of"violent"incidence,"as"one"in"every"third"girl"under"the"age"of"18"has"experienced"sexual" related" violence," and" an" even" higher" prevalence" exist" at" a" later" stage,"where"two"out"of"three"girls"between"the"ages"of"18D24"have"experienced"sexual"related"violence"(Crossroads"International"w.d.)."The"high" incidence"of"violence"may"be"due"to"the"belief"that"sexual"interaction"with"a"virgin"girl"will"prevent"the"development" of" AIDS" (Crossroads" International"w.d.)." Is" it" furthermore" argued"that" the" number" of" girls" between" 15D24," who" have" intergenerational" sexual"relations" with" older" men," has" doubled" from" 2006" till" 2010" (Avert.org" 2015)."These"facts"all"put"women"in"a"vulnerable"position,"and"increase"the"risk"of"being"infected"with" HIV" and" thereby" they" are" at" great" risk" of" transmitting" HIV" unto"their" future" children." The" organisation" AVERT" argues" that" a" factor" as" high"unemployment"rates"causes"women"to"engage"in"relations"to"older"men:""
“High unemployment can also contribute to inter-generational sexual relationships, 
for example, some young women may have sexual relationships with older men, from 
whom they may receive money or gifts” (Avert.org 2015) "Most"people"in"the"villages"of"Swaziland"know"about"AIDS,"but"it"is"not"tradition"to"be"tested"for"HIV."Most"men"take"as"many"wives"as"they"can"afford"to"feed,"and"when"a"wife"dies,"or"the"men"take"on"a"new"wife,"they"do"not"get"tested"for"HIV,"which"is"seen"to"contribute"to"the"spread"of"HIV/AIDS"(IRIN"2005)."The"UNAIDS" rapport," ‘Counting$Down$to$Zero’" addresses" the" fact" that" in"order" to" eliminate" the" HIV" epidemic," women" and" men" need" to" share" the"responsibility"of"preventing"further"transmission,"and"that"gender"equalities"are"important"to"overcome"the"virus."The"first"principle"suggests"that"women"need"to"have" access" to" family" planning" services," and" that" “HIV<and$ gender$ related$
discrimination”"needs"to"be"addressed"(UNAIDS"2011","8)."""
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According"to"our"findings,"gender"inequality"is"one"of"the"most"important"aspects"to"why"the"HIV"prevalence"is"so"high"in"Swaziland."Women"do$have"the"right"to"refuse"sexual"relations"with"men"they"disapprove"of."However,"in"order"to"due"so,"women"need" to" be" aware" of" this" right," and" aware" of" their" official" equal" rights."Many" girls" and"women" still" are" unaware" of" their" right" to" equal" treatment" and"lack" the"ability,"or"are"unaware"of"how" to"practice" their" rights" (IRIN"2005)."As"people," viewed" though" the" critical" realism," only" comprehend" what" they" are"presented"to,"women"may"have"difficulty"seeking"knowledge"and"enlightenment"about"their"rights"as"they"are"unaware"of"the"existence"of"them."Empowerment"is"therefore"highly"necessary"in"order"for"women"to"be"able"to"change"some"of"their"own" conditions," in" the" name" of" the" law." The" actions" and" efforts" of" the" Swazi"government"to"eliminate"and"prevent"MTCT"of"HIV"will"now"be"analysis"based"on"the"findings"in"this"project.""
11.2.2. What is being done to eliminate MTCT of HIV in Swaziland? Swaziland"has"been"fighting"the"high"prevalence"of"HIV"since"the"King"recognised"the"virus"as"a"national" threat" in"1999"(UNAIDS"2014" ,"4)."60%"of" the"country’s"funding"to"eliminate"HIV"is"from"external"sources"such"as"the"United"States,"the"United"Nations,"the"European"Nations"and"The"World"Bank"(UNAIDS"2014,"25)."Even" though"Swaziland" receives" substantial" funding" in"order" to"be"able" to" end"the" HIV/AIDS" epidemic," they" have" taken" a" large" portion" of" the" responsibility"through"procuring"all"ARVs"and"is"thereby"100%"financing"the"HIV"treatment"for"all"willing"inhabitants"(UNAIDS"2014,"18)."In"this"chapter"the"analysis"will"evolve"around" the" specific" steps" that" Swaziland" has" taken" in" order" to" eliminate" HIV,"specifically"focusing"on"PMTCT"and"the"changes"of"women’s"rights."
 
11.2.2.1. Prevention of Mother-to-child transmission (PMTCT) Swaziland" has" provided" better" health" care" services" for" pregnant" and"breastfeeding"mothers"over" the" last" couple"of" years." Sadly," 10%"of" all" children"were" born" or" infected" with" HIV" during" pregnancy" or" while" breastfeeding" in"Swaziland"in"2013,"but"this" is"a"progress"from"17%"in"2010,"and"in"2014"there"were" less" than" 1000" new" infections" among" the" 0D14" year" olds" (see" table" 1,"chapter"5.3.2)."Many"of"the"health"care"centres"in"Swaziland"now"provide"PMTCT"
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services"that"ensures"treatment"for"pregnant"and"breastfeeding"mothers,"and"the"interventions"and"focus"areas"in"order"to"scale"up"PMCT"since"2010"are:"
“(...) mentoring on PMTCT at health facilities, improved coordination at national, 
regional, and facility level, strengthened and expanded PMTCT service provision to 
community level, implementation of innovative program interventions for the 
involvement of male partner and strengthened tracing and follow up of antenatal care 
clients and HIV exposed infants” (UNAIDS 2014, 12). "Actions" are" being"made" in" order" to" promote" health" amongst" Swazis"with"HIV."There"is"high"focus"on"PMTCT"since"the"prevalence"of"pregnant"women"with"HIV"from" the" year" 1992" to" 2010" had" risen" from" just" 4%" to" a" prevalence" of" 41%"(AVERT" 2015)." Prevention" programmes" are" seen" as" vital" to" reduce" HIV"prevalence,"and"MTCT"prevention"programmes"are"being"implemented,"focusing"on"the"areas"cited"above"(UNAIDS"2014,"12)."Since"the"PMTCT"programmes"were"implemented,"there"have"been"positive"results."In"2013,"84%"of"all"HIV"positive"women" received"ARV" (UNAIDS" 2014" ," 13)," and" in" 2014,"more" than" 95%"of" all"pregnant" women" who" were" HIV" positive" received" ARV" (see" table" 1," chapter"5.3.2.)." Swaziland"has"made" it" possible" for" all" pregnant"women" to" receive"ART"treatment,"and"CD4"testing"as"a"predictor"of"HIV"progression"(UNAIDS"2014,"13)."In"2013," there"were"162"out"of"252"public"health" facilities" that"offered"PMTCT"and"in"2011"82%"of"all"health"facilities"also"offered"Early"Infant"Diagnosis"(EID),"(UNAIDS" 2014," 13)." Even" though" Swaziland" has" greatly" engaged" in" PMTCT,"UNAIDS’" goal" of" eliminating"new"HIV" infections" amongst" children"by"2015"has"not" been" met" (UNAIDS" 2014," 12)." The" intervention" programmes" against" HIV"have" aimed" at" disease" prevention" through" testing" and" treatment," which" is"important," but" has" not" been" efficient" enough" to" eliminate" HIV" or" improve" the"conditions" for"women" in" general." The" following" chapter"will" be" an" analysis" of"what"Swaziland"has"done"to"improve"the"rights"and"health"of"women.""
11.2.2.2. The rights of women Empowerment" of" women$ have" not" been" a" specific" priority" of" the" Swazi"government," but" the" law" changes" in"women’s" rights" in" 2005" and" in" 2006"may"have"been"a"minor" investment" in" improving"women’s" conditions."The"National$
Gender$ policy," and" the" law" to" protect" women" against" sexual" violence" (see"chapter:" 11.2.1.3.),"were" both" to" improve" the" conditions" of" the"women," and" to"
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increase" HIV" prevention." However," the" country" report" has," as" mentioned," no"research" on" gender" inequality" or" gender" based" violence." Having" done" no"research" on"women’s" conditions" in" Swaziland," it" can" be" argued" that" the" Swazi"government"neglects"the" importance"of"empowerment"of"women"in"addition"to"HIV" and" especially" in" addition" to" PMTCT." Even" though" the" new" law" for" the"benefit"of"women"was"a"great"initiative,"the"Swazi"government"may"have"failed"to"provide" knowledge" on" how" to" practice" women’s" rights," and" furthermore" may"have" failed" to" focus" on" including" the" men" in" supporting" women’s" rights." As"suggested"by"UNAIDS"in"both"the"first"and"fourth"key"principle"for"success"(see"chapter:" 5.2.1)," the" support" of" the"men" and" in" perceiving" HIV" prevention" is" a"shared"responsibility,"and"an"important"and"relevant"factor"in"order"to,"at"some"point,"being"able"to"eliminate"HIV"and"PMTCT.""The"four"principles"evolve"around"women"and"children"as"the"report"mainly"addresses"PMTCT,"but" it" is"clear"that"UNAIDS"argument"for"successfully"preventing"and"eliminating"HIV"in"Swaziland"is" for" the" Swazi" government," led" by" the" King," the" men" and" the" women" of"Swaziland," to" share" responsibility" for" the"high" level" of"HIV"prevalence," and" for"men"and"women"to"be"included"equally"in"the"national"prevention"plan"(UNAIDS"2011")."The"second"key"principle"addresses"‘Country$ownership’"argues"that"each"county" fighting"HIV,"should"have"a"national"prevention"plan,"shaped"by"various"organs"in"order"for"the"plan"to"succeed:"""
“Each country, led by its Ministry of Health will take the lead in all processes of 
priority setting, strategic planning, performance monitoring, and progress tracking, 
in close collaboration with other critical stakeholders, including networks of women 
living with HIV, civil society, private sector, bilateral and international 
organisations” (UNAIDS 2011) 
 However,"as"an"absolute"kingdom,"the"King"decides"who"should"be"allowed"a"say"on"the"national"plan,"and"solely"dictates"the"plan"himself."The"Swazi"government"has" tried" to" target" young" people" in" the" attempt" to" prevent" sexual" HIV"transmission,"with"the"use"of"“Social$Behaviourist$Change$Communication$(SBSS)$
strategy$ (2009$ –$ 2014)”$ (UNAIDS" 2014," 5).$ Hereby," young" Swazi" people" are"gaining" knowledge" on"HIV" and" sexual" health," both" during" their" education" and"through"diverse"campaigns.""
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”Like many other countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, Swaziland’s opportunity to 
influence attitudes and directly affect the knowledge on HIV and AIDS for young 
people is largely through education and communication campaign” (UNAIDS 2014 , 
5)  
 According" to" the" country" report," young" Swazis" receive" education" on" sexual"health,"and"are"exposed"to"campaigns"for"safe"sex,"which"according"to"the"report,"have" had" positive" result" on" the"HIV" prevalence" among" young" people" (UNAIDS"2014," 5)." However," as" stated" in" the" report," HIV" prevalence" among"women" has"“dramatically$ increased”" between" the" ages" 15D19" and" 20D24,$ due" to" the"intergenerational"sexual" relationships"with"much"older"men"(UNAIDS"2014,"6)."These" intergenerational" relationships"are,"as"mentioned,"partly"due" to" the"high"level" of" unemployment." Girls" and" young" women" have" very" limited" job"opportunities" after" having" attended" secondary" school," and" therefore" engage" in"intergenerational" relationship" with" men" who" can" provide" gifts," money" or"housing."Men"between"the"ages"of"30D39"are"the"most"likely"to"engage"in"sexual"relations"with"much"younger,"sexually"inexperienced"adolescent"girls."These"men"have" a" high" rate" of" HIV" prevalence," and" it" is" through" these" intergenerational"relations" that" the" young" adolescent" girls" are" infected" with" the" virus" (UNAIDS"2014,"6).""The" Swazi" women" themselves" have" been" fighting" to" improve" their"conditions."HIV"positive"women"have"formed"a"women’s"group"to"support"other"women" with" the" virus," and" other" women’s" group" have" been" established" to"protect"women"against"the"high"level"of"genderDbased"violence"in"Swaziland:""
“Other women's groups include the Swazi Women for Positive Living, established in 
2003 by HIV-positive women to assist other women living with the virus, and the 
Swaziland Action Group Against Abuse, formed by women to influence policy on the 
country's high rates of domestic and gender-based violence” (IRIN 2013) "These"groups"of"HIV"positive"women" is"a"great" initiative" in"order" to"PMTCT"of"HIV," but" these" groups" can" be" difficult" to" uphold," as" women" can" be" scared" to"engage"in"them,"and"to"argue"against"the"law."Swaziland"has"many"laws"that"goes"against" the" freedom" of" expression," and" it" is" stated" that:" “People just cannot 
organize public meetings to debate issues without being monitored, harassed or even 
dispersed by state police,” (MISA Swaziland 2009). This demonstrates that Swazi 
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women are trying to better women’s conditions, as these groups exist. However, these 
groups are not supported by the government and can therefore be dangerous for 
women to participate in. This will be further discussed in the chapter of perspectives 
(see chapter 13).  
11.2.3. What could be done in Swaziland to eliminate new HIV infections?  Why"has"it"still"not"been"possible"to"eliminate"HIV,"when"the"efforts"to"do"so"have"been"increased?"The"explanations"are"multiple."Some"of"the"explanations"might"be" due" to" lack" of" knowledge" on" HIV," transmission," stigma," sexual" rights" and"gender" inequality." As" claimed" by" the" critical" realist" approach," including" all"perspectives" on" the" high" rate" of" HIV" prevalence" is" necessary," in" order" for" the"research"to"be"interdisciplinary."This"is"however"only"possible"to"some"extent"as"it" has" not" been" possible" to" investigate" all" factors" effecting" the"HIV" prevalence."Some" of" these" are" addressed" in" the" following" chapter," and" the" chapter" of"perspective"(see"chapter:"14)"will"account"for"some"of"the"other"relevant"factors."The"next"chapter"will"therefore"provide"an"analysis"of"some"of"these"areas,"which"still"need"major"focus"in"order"to"promote"the"health"of"the"Swazi"women."
 
11.2.3.1. Structural Challenges and Gender Inequality  In"the"national"country"report"it"is"stated"that"Swaziland"still"needs"to"conduct"a"survey"and"collect"data"about"gender"related"dynamics"(UNAIDS"2014,"20)."The"report" states" that" the" Bill" has" become" law" between" 2012D2013," but" there" are"important" provisions" of" the" Bill" that" still" need" to" become" effective" as" law"(Masinga"2014)."The"provisions"of"the"Sexual"Offences"law"is"an"important"step"towards" improving" women’s" conditions" in" Swaziland," as" it" entitles" women" to"stand"up" to" their"sexual"offenders."The"provisions"of" the"Bill" includes,"amongst"other" things," the" fact" that" men" can" be" convicted" for" marital" related" violence"(Littlejohn" 2013)." Making" the" provisions" to" the$ Sexual$ Offences$ and$ Domestic$
Violence$Bill$ into" law"will" be" a" step" towards" recognising" that" the" conditions" of"women" are" still" not" adequate" enough" and" more" has" to" be" done" in" order" to"improve"their"conditions."Swaziland"must"focus"further"on"the"cultural"dynamics"that"influence"the"ways"in"which"women"are"treated,"so"they"can"become"equal"to"
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men." As" stated" earlier," there" are" structural" challenges" that" are" still" not" being"addressed"in"the"fight"against"new"HIV"transmissions:"""
”Issues of high unemployment, especially among the youth and women, poverty 
alleviation and stigma and discrimination do not have mitigation plans within the 
HIV response” (UNAIDS 2014 , 24). 
 More" and" more" young" women" between" the" ages" of" 15D24" engage" in" sexual"relations"to"receive"an"additional"income,"even"though"the"government"provides"these"women"with"a"monthly"pay"as"a"preventive"mean"(see"chapter"11.2.2.)."The"monthly" payment" is" therefore" either" not" adequate" enough" or" other" measures"have"to"be"taken"to"promote"a"healthier"way"of"living"for"the"women"in"question,"a"way" of" living"where" they" do" not" feel" the" need" to" sell" their" body" to" obtain" a"decent"standard"of"living.""
11.2.3.2. Stigma and condom use Women" are" at" risk" of" transmitting" the" virus" onto" sexual" partners," but" most"crucially" also" onto" new" generations" of" children."Women" therefore" face" greater"responsibility"for"being"tested"and"treated"for"HIV,"even"though"they"risk"social"stigma" and" discrimination." This" responsibility" is" for" many" women" related" to"guilt," as" 26%" cite" feeling" guilty" about" their" HIV" status" (UNAIDS" 2014," 20)."Statistics"reveal"the"enormous"pressure"HIV"positive"Swazi"women"face:"“close$to$
half$ (45%)$ not$ wanting$ to$ bear$ children$ as$ a$ result$ of$ their$ status$ and$ 22%$
stopping$having$sex”$(UNAIDS"2014,"20).$Nearly"half$of$them$do"not"wish"to"give"birth" due" to" fear" of" passing" on" the" virus," and" almost" one" in" every" fourth" has"stopped"having"sex"in"order"to"prevent"HIV"transmission."It"is"clear"that"women"are"highly"stigmatised,"and"it"is"reported"that"there"in"general"exists"a"high"fear"of"being"infected"with"HIV,"combined"with"a"lack"of"knowledge"about"transmission"risks" (NERCHA" et." al." 2011)." Knowledge" about" actual" transmission" risks"might"decrease" the" level" of" stigma" and" discrimination," and" furthermore" enlighten"women" on" the" fact" that" the" right" HIV" treatment" decreases" the" MTCT" risk"dramatically"to"less"than"5%."(UNAIDS"2014,"12)."
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The"Stigma"Index"Report" for"Swaziland"showed"several"statements" from"HIV" infected"persons" indicating" that" the" lack"of"knowledge"about" the"virus" is"a"major" problem" in" Swaziland:" 17,5%" do" not" wish" to" get" married," 4,6%" were"denied" dental" care," 7,1%" considered" committing" suicide," 20%" experienced"friends" and" family" being" discriminated," and" 13,8%" isolated" themselves" from"family" and" friends" (NERCHA" et." al." 2011," 4)." Statistics" reveal" clear" indications"that"there"is"great"need"for"further"knowledge"and"education"in"relation"to"HIV"transmission" and" treatment." The" fact" that" transmission" of" HIV" can" be" almost"eliminated" through" the" right" treatment" is" important" knowledge," and" must" be"shared"and"accepted"in"order"to"eliminate"stigma"and"discrimination"of"the"HIV"infected"population.""Condom" use" is" important" when" it" comes" to" prevention" of" further" HIV"transmission,"as"more"than"one"fourth"of"sexually"active"adults"in"Swaziland"use"condoms"inconsistently,"which"is"seen"as"a"great"risk"factor"(UNAIDS"2014,"vii)."In"Swaziland,"where"70%"of"the"sex"workers"are"HIV"positive,"consistent"condom"use"is"highly"called"for"(UNAIDS"2014,"viii)."In"addition,"condom"use"is"a"relevant"intervention"area" to" focus"on," as" the"use"of" condoms"during" sexual" encounters"increases"among"women"through"age,"but"decreases"among"men"(UNAIDS"2014,"3)."224"out"of"252"health"clinics"provide"condoms"for"the"public"(UNAIDS"2014,"8)," but" if" the" sexually" active" Swazis" neglect" to" use" condoms" or" do" so"inconsistently," the" risk" of" HIV" transmission" remains." Once" again," the" issues" of"stigma"and"discrimination"are"barriers"to"be"tested"for"HIV,"and"therefore"a"lot"of"Swazis"are"not"aware"of"their"HIV"status,"and"risk"to"unconsciously"transmit"HIV"unto"their"sexual"partners,"by"refusing"condom"use"(see"chapter"11.2.1.)"
 
11.2.3.3. The four key principles and Empowerment of women The"four"key"principles"proposed"by"UNAIDS"can"be"argued"to"be"great"principles"for"a"future"Swazi"national"preventing"plan"to"follow,"as"they"address"many"of"the"issues" concerning" women’s" rights," a" shared" responsibility" between" the" public"and" the" government," and" the" support" of" the" Swazi" men." " Additionally," the"principles"address"the"fact"that"maternal"health"needs"to"be"improved"in"order"to"prevent" MTCT," and" that" local" communities" and" societies" must" support" HIV"
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infected"women"in"achieving"counselling"and"ART."The"principles"also"cover"the"necessity"of"including"the"women"themselves"in"family"planning."Even"if"the"four"key" principles" do" not" mention" empowerment" as" such," it" can" be" argued" that"empowering" women" is" inevitable" in" order" to" prevent" MTCT," and" that" it" is"essential" to"have"women"as"key"players" in" the"elimination"of"HIV."All" of"which"have" been" found" to" be"more" or" less" lacking" in" the" Swazi" attempt" to" eliminate"HIV/AIDS.""There"are"two"ways"of"dealing"with"empowerment,"the"same"approaches"as" dealt" with," regarding" health:" the" vertical," D" and" the" horizontal" approach"
(Dybbroe 2013)." The" vertical" empowerment" regards" mainly" social" groups," and"focuses"on"strengthening"local"communities"(Dybbroe 2013, 168)."The"horizontal"empowerment" focuses" on" strengthening" the" relation" between" the" local"community" and" the" health" care" sector." This" approach" emphasise" on" building"trust"between"these"two,"and"to"ensure"the"public"to"have"a"saying"in"the"health"care" services" that" are" provided." (Dybbroe 2013, 168)." However," by" first"implementing"the"vertical"approach"and"empower"social"groups," the"horizontal"approach" tends" to" follow," as" the" social" groups" are" enabled" to" demand"cooperation" with" the" health" care" sectors." Thereby" these" approaches" can" be"intertwined," and" have" a" successful" outcome" for" the" local" community" (Dybbroe 
2013, 168)." Empowerment" is" therefore" not" only" important" among"women," but"also" in" communities" in"addition" to"health"and"health"promotion." In" the"Ottawa"Charter"from"1986,"it"is"stated"that:"""
Health promotion works through concrete and effective community action in setting 
priorities, making decisions, planning strategies and implementing them to achieve 
better health. At the heart of this process is the empowerment of communities - their 
ownership and control of their own endeavours and destinies (WHO 2015). "It"is"claimed"that"the"local"communities"needs"to"be"empowered"to"improve"their"own"health,"and"to"implement"health"promoting"strategies"that"function"well" in"their" specific" community."Empowerment"of" communities"also"contribute" to" the"whole"community"cooperate"to"create"better"health"systems,"and"for"the"public"to"demand"and"know"of"good"health"care"services"(WHO 2015)."An"empowered"community"produces"empowered"people,"and"thereby"empowered"women.""
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12. Critical reflections  
 This"chapter"will"provide"a"critical"overview"of"theory,"method"and"sources"used"in"this"project."It"will"specify"arguments"for"why"the"chosen"theory"and"method"have"been"both"beneficial"and"challenging"to"use"in"this"project."Additionally"we"will" critically" reflect" upon" our" chosen" sources," primarily" the" use" of" the" official"documents"and"statistics."""
12.1. Critical reflections on the use of Critical Realism Working" interdisciplinary" in"critical"realism"is"argued"to"be"of"high" importance"(Juul"2012,"301)."According" to" the"critical" realist"approach,"a"phenomenon"will"not" be" understood" if" only" investigated" from"one" perspective," as" it" needs" to" be"investigated" in" context" to" the" influence" of" conditions" (Juul" 2012," 301)." In" this"project," the" interdisciplinary" research" has" not" been" met" fully," as" the" field" of"interest"is"Swaziland,"and"a"field"study"has"therefore"not"been"possible."However,"had" this" been" possible," the" outcome" of" the" project" would" have" been" more"diverse,"as"for"example"the"social"position"of"the"Swazi"women"could"have"been"investigated,"and"the"practical"health"promotion"initiatives"in"the"country"could"have"been"examined."We"have"not"been"able"to"embrace"this"aspect"of"the"critical"realism," as" this" project" is" created" based" on" secondary" knowledge" and" already"produced"data,"and"in"the"process"some"perspectives"on"the"field"of"interest"have"been" lost." The" sources" of" knowledge"will," according" to" critical" realism," always"have" been" produced" from" a" specific" point" of" view" and" have" a" specific" agenda"(Juul"2012,"301).""
12.2. Critical reflection on mixed method This"project"is"based"on"a"mixed"method"research."The"use"of"quantitate"data"has"provided"answers"to"the"questions"of"how$many,$where$and"whom,"whereas"the"use"of"the"qualitative"material"provided"us"with"answers"to"why,$how$and"what.$However,"the"use"of"mixed"method"research"is"argued"to"be"challenging,"due"to"the" fact" that" research"methods" are" founded" on" “epistemological$ commitments”"and"that"“qualitative$and$quantitative$research$are$separate$paradigms”$(Bryman"2012,"629)."It"is"stated"that"the"methods"are"incompatible,"due"to"their"different"
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epistemological"standpoint,"and"that"a"combination"of"the"methods"will"result"in"superficial"research"(Bryman"2012,"629)."However,"the"mixed"method"research"can"be"understood"to"be"in"line"with"the"critical"realist"approach"in"its"ability"to"be" interdisciplinary," and" to" include"various"aspects"of" the" field"of" interest."The"ontology"and"epistemology"of"critical"realism"in"the"understanding"that"the"real"world"exists,"and"that"the"world"cannot"be"limited"to"our"knowledge"about"it,"we"argue" that" the" mixed" method" research" entails" and" covers" both," as" the"quantitative" research" explains" the" real"material" conditions" based" on" statistics,"whereas" the" qualitative" research" provides" insightful" knowledge" to" a" specific"reality."""
12.3. Critical reflections on the sources 
The primary sources to this project, is the official documents, which we have 
analysed. Most of the statistical material used is also from official sources. When 
using official sources bias can occur, as certain organisation or institutions have 
specific agendas, and thereby want to paint a specific picture of their organisation or 
of certain conditions relevant to their interests, in order to get resources and funding 
(Bryman 2012, 322). The country report, written by UNAIDS in association with the 
Swazi government, may present a different picture of the Swazi attempt to combat 
HIV than what actually is being done. As the document is official, and we assume that 
the King determines what should be approved, the use of the report brings a reliability 
issue. It is not legal to speak ill of the King or the government in Swaziland, and 
thereby it can be argued that provoking statement regarding the conditions of the 
women, may have been left out in the report (see chapter 11.2.2.2.). Perhaps some of 
this information that is assumingly left out, could have helped to clarify the conditions 
of Swazi women. There is a great lack of health promotional focus in the Swaziland 
report, which is made very clear to be an evident focus area in the report ‘Counting 
Down to Zero’ (see chapter 5.4.1.). The origin of UNAIDS is also to eliminate 
HIV/AIDS, and the material by UNAIDS can therefore not be seen to show a 
completely objective view on the epidemic.  
Furthermore the validity might be compromised, in relation to both the reports 
and the collected statistics, as it is unclear how many Swazis have actually been part 
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of the data sampling. In the project we have analysed the issues of stigma and 
discrimination, where many Swazis do not get tested due to fear, so it may be difficult 
to know how much the prevalence would change, for the better or worse taking the 
whole population into consideration. This problem is, however, always present when 
dealing with generalization (Bryman 2012, 205).  
Through the analysis of the sources it is clearly suggested that there are 
specific factors that were important in order to eliminate HIV (see chapter 11.2.1.1.). 
Though when providing examples to relationships between different findings there is 
the possible error of ecological fallacy (Bryman 2012, 323). We have considered the 
error of ecological fallacy not be present in the source material, since the relevant 
factors to eliminate HIV have been researched within the sampling of HIV infected.  
13. Conclusion 
 
It is evident that Swaziland struggles with its high HIV prevalence. The statistics 
show alarming prevalence of HIV incidences among all ages and across all population 
groups. The HIV prevalence in Swaziland is so severe that the country is in high need 
for its international founding. The prevention focus towards eliminating further HIV 
transmissions is at high priority, but the government clearly lacks a serious focus on 
health promoting initiatives. There is a need for health promoting initiatives to be 
implemented towards the general population, and especially when it comes to 
improving the discrimination of women. The HIV epidemic in Swaziland continues to 
be severe, because the country needs to change its social structures towards being 
more understanding and acceptant towards the HIV positive part of the population, 
accept women as equal to men, and use condoms consistently. The traditional ways of 
living where women are seen as merely sexual objects, deprives women from taking 
control over their lives, and keep them submissive to men. This unequal power 
division hinders women to demand use of condoms during sex, make them feel the 
need to sell sex for economical benefits, promotes an early sexual debut for girls, and 
discriminates against women. All the mentioned challenges have an influence on a 
further spread of HIV.  
As argued for in the analysis, gender inequality has a high impact on the HIV 
prevalence in Swaziland. The Swazi women are, despite their newer gained equal 
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rights to men, still discriminated and do not have self-determination on their own 
sexual-and reproductive health. Women perhaps are not aware of their rights to claim 
condom use during sexual interaction, and are furthermore often not in charge of how 
many children they wish to have. Many women face domestic violence and sexual 
assaults, and violence against women in general is an on-going issue in Swaziland. 
Abortion is as mentioned illegal, and a woman is denied an abortion conceived during 
sexual assault. Furthermore, women experience in general more societal stigma than 
men, and are perhaps viewed and misunderstood as being promiscuous, whereas it is 
perfectly legal for men to have sexual relations with more than one woman.  
It can be concluded that in order to eliminate the HIV epidemic, and in order 
to prevent MTCT, the women of Swaziland needs to be the national focus of health 
promoting initiatives. It is an underlining fact that the women have the main 
responsibility for their children, and thereby the health and HIV status of the children 
rely on the mothers. It is clearly stated in the four key principles by the UNAIDS that 
in order to eliminate MTCT, the women needs to be empowered in order to claim 
their rights and demand improvement of their conditions. The issues of HIV should, 
in a much higher level, be a shared responsibility between the Swazi government, the 
society, and men and women.  
In order to promote the health of the Swazi women and eliminate MTCT in 
practise, we have found that information and knowledge on HIV transmission and 
treatment in Swaziland is severely lacking. It is clear from the statistics about stigma 
and discrimination that there still exists a large proportion of the Swazi population 
who either do not believe or understand how the right HIV treatment will close to 
eliminate the chances for further transmission. This is evident since many Swazis 
claim they either isolate themselves or are being isolated when it comes to family and 
social gatherings. Furthermore the rights of women have to be a priority for the 
government, and not only with passing laws and making the rights equal, but 
interventional work focusing on how to empower the women to understand their 
rights, claim them, and make this socially acceptable, is called for. As the project title 
states, we wish to count down to zero during our lifetime, and to contribute to the 
elimination of MTCT.  
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14. Perspectives  
 
This chapter will provide various interesting perspectives, which have come up during 
the process of writing this project. All of these perspectives can be viewed as 
suggestions to the field of interests of other projects.   
The high prevalence of HIV/AIDS in sub-Saharan Africa can be investigated 
and understood from many different perspectives, as the epidemic continues to thrive 
due to certain historical and cultural traditions, and through a number of other factors 
such as lifestyle choices and believes.  
One aspect associated with the severity of the HIV epidemic is the social 
stigma of people infected with HIV, which is also addressed in this project. However, 
understanding the issues of stigma and how stigma influences HIV positive people, is 
important to address in order to understand why some people choose not to be tested 
for HIV, and address their HIV status. If the fear of stigma creates such a great social 
barrier to get tested for HIV in Africa, and causes people to unconsciously transmit 
the virus, it is relevant to focus on how HIV/AIDS is addressed in the general public, 
through the media, and in schools. As addressed in the course of Global Health at 
Roskilde University, the way HIV/AIDS is presented and addressed in a society 
influences the level of stigma and fear. As addressed by both lecturer Louise 
Mubanda Rasmussen and lecturer Johanna Hood from Roskilde University6, the 
visual images and the communication on diseases, such as HIV/AIDS, tend to 
influence the level of, and increase social stigma. Therefore it would be interesting to 
investigate the visual and verbal communication on HIV/AIDS in Sub-Saharan 
Africa, in order to contribute to eliminating myths and stigma. Such an investigation 
might contribute to more people getting tested for HIV, and may lead to open 
dialogues about the virus, and thereby being closer at reaching the goal of eliminating 
HIV/AIDS by 2030.  
With focus on the HIV prevalence in Swaziland and the country’s attempt to 
eliminate the epidemic, we have been interested in investigating why the prevalence 
                                                6"Lecture"in"Global"Health"“Health$Communication$Strategies$1:$images$and$visuals”"Session"7"by"Johanna"Hood."Date:"27.10.2015""Lecture"in"Global"Health"”Health$Communication$Strategies$2:$social$marketing”,"Session"8,"by"Louise"Mubanda"Rasmussen."Date:"2.11.2015""
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of HIV is higher in Swaziland than in the rest of the world. We have investigated 
what has been done in the country, and what could be done better. However, the Sub-
Saharan African country, Senegal, has great results in combatting HIV/AIDS. In order 
to understand how Senegal managed to take control of the virus, compared to 
Swaziland, we could have conducted a comparison of the two national HIV/AIDS 
preventing programmes (UNAIDS 2012). Comparing the Swazi attempts to eliminate 
HIV to a country, which has indeed made immense progress in this field, would 
enable us to argue for more practical health promotion means and health-promoting 
initiatives for Swaziland to implement in their national HIV/AIDS programme. 
Senegal prioritise reproductive health and child health very highly, and have therefore 
used a high amount of money to improve the Senegalese health sector (UNAIDS 
1999, 7). According to UNAIDS, Senegal have had great success in combatting the 
virus, by implementing more than 400 women’s groups with half a million members. 
These women’s groups responded to the HIV threat through “national AIDS walks to 
puppet shows” (UNAIDS 1999, 13). These women’s groups are supported by the 
Senegalese government, and have therefore great chances of succeeding. 
Furthermore, Senegal introduced sexual education as a part of the curriculum in 
schools in 1992, and youth groups were formed to teach the young people not 
attending school of sexual health. The Senegal government also encouraged parents to 
be involved in teaching and educating the youth of sexual- health and behaviour 
(UNAIDS 1999, 13). The country has been successful in reducing stigma through 
both verbal and visual campaigns in schools and in the public. The general knowledge 
on HIV/AIDS is very high among the Senegalese people, which contribute to low 
levels of stigma (UNAIDS 1999, 15). All of these initiatives have been successfully 
implementing in Senegal and have contributed to a very low level of HIV/AIDS. It 
needs to be stressed however that the country of Senegal has other material conditions 
than Swaziland, and have both a different religion and form of government. In 
generalizing the actions of the countries, some bias might occur, and comparing the 
countries approaches to HIV is not without risks (Bryman 2012, 205).  
However it seems quite realistic that some of the Senegalese initiatives could be 
successfully implementing in Swaziland. In the case of Swaziland, empowerment of 
women was found to be one of the key drivers missing, in order to prevent HIV and 
MTCT of the virus. Therefore, introducing the idea of government supported 
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women’s groups could perhaps encourage Swazi women to participate in educating 
each other, and share wisdom and knowledge on both women’s rights, sexual health 
and behaviour, and PMTCT. Swaziland already has smaller women’s groups, but 
these are non-governmental, and not supported by the King and thereby the 
government. Implementing women’s groups, government supported and legal, could 
perhaps contribute to improve the health strategies of eliminating both MTCT and the 
elimination of HIV/AIDS in Swaziland in general (UNAIDS 2012).  
The UNAIDS report on empowerment of women addressed in the project, 
would have been quite relevant to study further, in order to achieve more knowledge 
on the social position of women in Sub-Saharan Africa in relation to HIV/AIDS. The 
report emphasises the fact that women need to be empowered in order for them to 
claim their legal rights, and stand strong against violent sexual behaviour. 
Quantitative and qualitative studies of Swazi women’s own view on gender 
inequalities, social positions and sexual behaviour in regards to HIV/AIDS, would 
also be relevant to conduct, in order to understand the women’s conditions form a first 
hand perspective. Thereby it would be possible to argue for specific health promoting 
initiatives, which the women themselves would find necessary, and which they and 
their children could benefit from.  
Social and global inequalities are important to address as well, when dealing 
with issues of health in Sub-Saharan Africa, and especially when addressing the 
issues of HIV/AIDS. As HIV/AIDS was discovered to originate in Africa, and the fact 
that the western world quickly took control of their infected inhabitants with ART, 
where Sub-Saharan Africa continuously suffers highly from the spread of the virus, 
HIV/AIDS can be argued to be perceived as an ‘African disease’ from a western 
viewpoint. It can be argued that tests, treatment, and good healthcare are more 
available in most European countries than in most Sub-Saharan countries. However, 
according to WHO statistics, the number of HIV infected Europeans have risen 80% 
from 2004-2013 (WHO 2015). According to recent statistics on the number of new 
HIV infections in Europe, 2014 is the year with the highest number of HIV infected, 
since the 1980s (WHO 2015). Furthermore, it is stated that European hospitals neglect 
the possible HIV infections of patients, and that every second person infected with 
HIV is disregarded by hospitals (Rigshospitalet 2015). This destructive development 
in Europe might be caused by the fact that HIV/AIDS are recognised and understood 
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as ‘African diseases’, and that routine HIV tests of Europeans are perceived as 
unnecessary. It is however estimated that 2.5 million Europeans are infected with 
HIV, and that approximately every third infected European is not aware of their HIV 
status (Rigshospitalet 2015). This paradoxical and ignorant change in the HIV/AIDS 
global development could have been interesting to investigate, in order to understand 
social inequality to health, and the view of global health.  
Global inequalities to both HIV tests and treatment, and to health in general, 
are important to address in order to comprehend the reality of the globalized world. 
Dutta argues that poverty is the underlying factor to poor health, and that the 
downsides to globalization are primarily experienced in the poor countries of the 
world. Dutta claims that the poor health conditions are “a direct cause of lack of food, 
clean water, sanitation, curative drugs and other treatments” (Dutta 2008, 243). As 
Dutta underpins, poverty and poor health are often intertwined, and that poverty can 
cause people not to be able to develop or to be empowered (Dutta 2008). To fully 
investigate the historical, cultural and social issues in Swaziland, the economy of the 
country needs to be addressed, as this can be considered a material condition, and as 
economy both nationally and domestic is a reality and contribute shaping the 
everyday lives of the Swazis.  Furthermore, the mere fact that Swaziland is an 
absolute kingdom creates some challenges among the public and challenges their 
freedom and ability to demand more governmental action to combat HIV. As argued 
by Farmer, the justice systems are in many parts of the world very partial to the 
benefit of the rich (Farmer 1996 ). Corruption inside the justice systems and unequal 
treatment maintain the gap between rich and poor. The poor experience more political 
injustice and are “more likely to have their suffering silenced” (Farmer 1996 , 106).  
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